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Le "rampike" c'est la squellette carbonisee d'un arbre touche par l'eclair
dont le doigt noir pointe vers la source de so metamorphose. Ce num$ro · · .... ·
de Rampike est lui-meme une metamorphose du bois et de l'electricite.
Les systemes et les medias employes dons sa fabrication, c'est-a-dire les
produits chimiques qui servaient enregistrer ses images, la typographie
mise en place par l'ordinateur, la presse qui a imprime son information et
le plus important cette information elle-meme, le tout etait mis en marche
par une seule source energetique, l'electricite.

a

a

Une source tellement familiere que nous la prenons la legere, nous n'en
sommes pas meme conscients. Du bout du doigt nous recevo,n~ des
communication d'amis, nous nous amusons en regardant la tele, nous
nous preparons notre manger, nous chauffons nos habitations ou bien
nous pourrions lancer un holocauste nucleaire. S'imaginer un monde sans
electricite n'est pas difficile, un monde plutot pastoral, mais s'imaginer le
monde d'aujourd'hui sans electricite c'est contempler le chaos absolu. Pfft!
Le circuit de controle vient de sauter. ZZzut!
Les changements actuels dons le champ de l'electronique exigent une
reponse. L'acceleration recente du rhythme des decouvertes, en particulier
a l'egard des moyens de communication, nous touche dons un sens dont
nous ne comprenons pas encore toutes les dimensions. Notre capacite a
disseminer !'information croit la proportion geometrique. L'information
c'est le pouvoir, mais en meme temps la quantite d'information
disseminee dilue son pouvoir meme, la rend moins apte convaincre.
L'artiste se trouve en face d'une telle cacophonie de bruits discordants
que so propre voix se perd comme une graine de sable a la plage. Les
artistes/ecrivains resteront sans pouvoir et inefficaces a moins qu'ils ne
maitrisent ces medias nouveaux. Nous nous devons d'acceder aces
systemes d'information electronique afin qu'ils fassent partie de notre
expression. La distinction entre homme et machine deviendra moins claire.
Jimmy Hendrix. l'homme bionique. Robot.

a

a

En se servant des nouveaux systemes electroniques pour la collecte
massive d'information, notre societe a reussi a emmagasiner une telle
quantite d'information qu'elle est devenue presque sans signification. On
nous a plies et mutiles comme des cartes d'ordinateur a rejeter. Nous
somme devenus de numeros en serie. Depersonnalises. Zamiatin. Orwell et
son celebre Grand Frere. 1984. Huxley. L'oeil electronique.
L'information que nous recevons de par les divers medias electroniques est
en elle-meme illusoire. Les images que nous recevons ne sont que des
fantomes. Nous voyons et nous ecoutons ce qui s'est deja p9sse. La voix
du telephone n'est qu'une representation electronique d'un etre
desincarne.
Afin d'etre entendu, afin de se procurer une voix puissante, l'artiste/ecrivain
se doit d'apprendre a acceder a ces nouveaux systemes d'information et
de demystifier les images illusoires qu'ils produisent. Seulement apres une
telle demystification les citoyens du monde peuvent-ils prendre
intelligemment des decisions cruciales quant a notre progres f~tur. Seule
une societe avertie et objective pourra-t-elle formuler avec clarte une
politique pour la direction a prendre dons la recherche electro-scientifique.
Frankenstein soumis. David et Goliath.

"Rampike", the charred skeleton of a tree struck by lightning. A black finger
pointing towards the source of its metamorphosis. This issue of Rampike is
in itself a metamorphosis of wood and electricity. The systems and media
that were used for its production; the light-sensitive photo-chemicals used
to generate images, the computerised typography, the press and most
important of all, the information that is being presented all rise from a
common source. Electricity.
Our familiarity with, and constant exposure to electricity lead us to take its
influence for granted. We can receive signals, entertainment or messages
from friends by the push of a button. With a flip of a switch or the turn of a
dial, we can prepare our food, heat our homes or launch a nuclear
holocaust with equal ease. To consider a world without electricity is not
difficult, perhaps even pastoral, but to consider today's world without
electrical energy is to contemplate chaos. Pull the plug. Zap a fuse.
Blackout.
Present developments in the field of electronics demand response. The
recent acceleration of electronic technology, particularly in the field of
communications is affecting us in ways that we are yet unaware of. Our
ability to disseminate information has increased in geometric proportions.
Information is power, yet, at the same time the sheer quantity of
information dillutes its strength to convince. The artist is faced with a Babel
of voices within which her/his own voice is lost as surely as a grain of sand
is lost on a beach. The artist/writer will remain powerless and ineffectual
unless s/he masters these new media. We must learn to access electric
information systems in order to make them a part of our expression. The
distinction between human and machine blurrs. Jimmy Hendrix. The bionic
man. Robot.
Using our new electronic systems for sensing and collecting information,
we have created centralised banks of detailed information about ourselves
to the extent that that information has become virtually meaningless. We
have been folded, spindled and mutilated. We have become serialised
numbers. De-personalised. Zamiatin. Huxley. Orwell. The electronic eye. Big
Brother. 1984.
The information that we receive via the various electronic medie:I is illusory.
The images that we are sensing are in fact ghosts in the machine. They are
the after-images and after-sounds of events that have already occured. The
voice on the telephone. An electronic representation. Disembodied man.
In order to be heard, in order to gain a powerful voice, the artist/writer must
learn to access the new information systems and demystify the illusory
images they generate. Only when this dymystification has taken place can
citizens of the world intelligently formulate crucial decisions regarding our
future progress. Only an informed and objective society will have the clarity
of mind to formulate a public policy regarding the future direction of
electro-scientific research and development. Frankenstein subdued. David
and Goliath.
Lightning strikes a tree. The pinecone explodes. The seeds are scattered.
This issue of Rampike gives you the current generation of new expression.
The metamorphosis takes place. Brave new voices. The artist electrified.

L'eclair frappe l'arbre. Le cone de pin explose. La semence est eparpillee.
Ce numero de Rampike est voue a la generation d'expression nouvelle. La
metamorphose est en train d'avoir lieu. De braves voix nouvelles. L'artiste
electrifie.
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RENE LEVESQUE
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Depuis?

Et bien depuis nous avons reussi.

et significatif que cela.

C'est aussi simple

L'electricite nous procure une part

toujours croissante de l'energie totale consomme~e.

L'Hydro-Quebec

est une entreprise d'envergure internationale qui a fait faire
des bonds de geant a la recherche en ce domaine et qui exporte
maintenant sa technologie.

Nos ressources actuelles et potentielles

nous garantissent, mieux que plusieurs, des soubresauts du marche
mondial de l'energie.
Nous prevoyons, d'ici les dix prochaines annees, que l'electricite comptera pour 41% du total de notre consommation energetique.

C'est une croissance importante si on la compare au 23% de

1975, c'est un avantage concurrentiel evident pour notre economie.
Nous pouvons en effet offrir a nos entreprises des sources
d'approvisionnement sures, leur garantir de grandes quantites
disponibles

a

des prix nettement concurrentiels.

C'est un atout

indeniable, indispensable meme pour plusieurs d'entre elles.

Pensons

par exemple aux industries de premiere transformation de richesses
naturelles pour lesquelles une localisation au Quebec signifiera,
a cause de ce seul fait, une reduction sensible des prix de vente
/

de leurs produits - pouvant atteindre jusqu'a 15% dans certains cas.
Facteur d'attraction des industries, notre electricite est un outil
essentiel de notre developpement industriel.

Nous sommes determines

a utiliser l'energie dont nous disposons pour susciter, chez nous,
un developpement accelere et durable.

Gouvernement
du Quebec
Le Premier m1nistre

-
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Lorsqu'en 1962 la population du Quebec decidait, en s'exprimant
a !'occasion d'un scrutin general, de prendre le controle direct de

Bien sur, nous exportons aussi l'electricite en vend;nt a

son pouvoir hydro-electrique, un tournant decisif venait de se

nos voisins l'energie excedentaire dont nous disposons.

produire.

de surplus relativement importants, de l'ordre de 10 milliards
de kw heures par annee entre 1980 et 1988.

11 s'agit

Les revenus qui en

Pour la premiere fois, avec autant de force, nous acceptions
decouleront pourront nous permettre de maintenir chez-nous des
d'assumer une responsabilite economique majeure, nous acceptions de
tarifs parmi les plus bas au monde.

11 faut aussi retenir qu'avec

descendre dans l'arene du combat pour adm i nistrer, dev elopp er,
la fin des amenagements du complexe La Grande,

a

la Baie James,

conquerir la nouveaute scientifique e t technologique, nous garantir
qui porte notre puissance totale a 25000 mw, il nous reste encore
a nous-memes la perennite de cette richess e e t de son accessibilite.
un potentiel theorique de 35000 mw
Nous nous faisions confiance.

Voila ce qui se passait.

a

moitie serait presentement rentable.

a

amenager - dont pres de la

Voila ce
11 ya raison d'etre et de

quoi nous all i ons prendre gout desormais.
demeurer raisonnablement optimiste pour l'avenir, d'autant que
Le slogan de l'epoque, !'assemblage de mots symbolique qui

nous reduisons aussi et de fa~on significative les couts eleves

resumait tout, ce "MA!TRE CHEZ-NOUS'." qui ralliait la majorite, etait

d'une totale dependance envers les marches etrangers, notamment

!'expression d'une formidable evolution psychologique.

ceux des hydrocarbures.

Nous quit-

tions le domaine du desir d'intervenir dans un des secteurs majeurs
Depuis les annees '60, nous avons accompli des progres remarde notre developpement economique pour entrer dans celui de l'agir.
quables et remarques dans !'erection des barrages, l'amenagement
Il y avait bien 30 ans que le projet avait surgi, parmi nous, de
des centrales, l'acheminement sur grande distance de l'electricite.
prendre collectivement en main la gestion de la richesse hydroNous avons innove et nous sommes maintenant des"maitres en la
electrique.

Nous nous en savions capables des lors et voila que
matiere".

Et nous continuons.

nous passions enfin de la parole aux actes en rapatriant chez-nous
nous en sonunes responsables.
les centres de decision.

I
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Paree que c'est a nous, parce que

John Meisel
Chairman of the canadian Radio and
Television Commission
TELEPHONE INTERVIEW DEC. 1981

.-:-.•. ·.•.· . ..

I was wondering what your feelings were concerning the seeming Oligopoly that is
developing between groups like Southam and Torstar regarding the lnfomart and
Telidon systems. The Kent Commission had something to say on that. I wondered
if you had any reaction to that.

,. ..

~:\.
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~~...
.
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TRIBUTE TO A MASTER OF MEDIA:
MARSHALL McLUHAN

Well, first of all we're of course responsible only for broadcast undertakings, so that
our interest in these matters professionally, (whatever else we may feel as human
beings and as Canadians), relates only to the extent to which these things affect
the world of broadcasting. although its conceivable that some of these things may
also touch telecommunications, but I don't think that's really the issue, the issue is
broadcasting and some of these companies have interests, Southam for instance
has an interest in broadcasting, Maclean Hunter does and so on , so we are
always concerned about the question. The two aspects of this thing that we have
looked at in relation to our previous liscensing activities are: One, we think of crossownership, that is to say, for instance. whether its desirable that a liscensee that
operates an F.M. station should also operate an A.M. station, or whether a radio
operator should also have the license on television. The other aspect of it is related,
but a little different, and that's the question of concentration, whether its in the
public interest to have very large companies that become so large that perhaps
they have influence that goes beyond what has occured in the past. So those are
the two issues that the Commission has had to deal with, and I think that by and
large its probably correct to say that the commission has expressed concern
about both questions of cross-ownership and concentration. but has also decided
that each issue that comes up that touches on those broad themes must be
examined in its own context. We haven't made overall sort of blanket decision that
certain things must never happen. We have simply expressed concerns about
certain things happening and then we have looked at specific cases as they have
come up to see whether in that context if there is something to worry about which
might affect a licensing decision that we're taking.
Are you concerned at all about cross-over ownership between either radio or
television and say, a newspaper?

Well, yes, we have been concerned about that in certain situations.

The following are a series of quotes taken from final talks given by
Marshall McLuhan in the fall of 1979 at the Centre for Culture and
Technology in Toronto.
"We too often study the content of the medium rather than the
medium itself."
"Electric man has no point of view. He sees things from all sides
simultaneously. Objectivity disappears. Science ends. Detachment
ends. At the speed of light the left hemisphere of the brain is starved.
We are now in a right hemisphere wortd."
"We are presently travelling at the speed of light. The now contains
all possible futures."
"There are no objectives at the speed of light. There are no distant
goals. One must simply seize what is already available. Perception
becomes the most important form of training."

Some people have called the outlines for the pay television competition as "loosely
defined ". Is the whole point of keeping it loose that fact that you and the C.R. T. C.
are hoping that in so doing you will receive more innovative suggestions rather
than pinning it down and saying this is what we need. You seem to be in the
position of a person building an automobile garage before the automobile has
been invented.

Right, we wanted to create a climate in which people would be really daring and
innovative, and try to think very hard and flexibly about what they think they can do
rather than us telling them what they should do. It was like taking the cork out of
the bottle and letting the genie escape.
Are you hoping that this pay T. V. system will help develop talent that will stimulate

a "thinking" person type audience?
Well, no, we didn't say that, there isn't really any elitist kind of element, its really
programming good programming, but of whatever kind, you know it might be
good programming that's sheer escape but is good enough that people will
watch it.
But you definitely believe that once this thing is established it will ultimately lead
to a blossoming of Canadian cultural developments in that field?

"The artist as perceiver is engaged in writing a detailed history of the
future because he has the energy to live in the present."

I think that if pay television works at all it cannot help but contribute resources
towards the production of Canadian programs. And they will have to be fairly good
programs or people won't buy them.

"We live in an age of disembodied people. On the phone you have
no physical body. To a degree you encounter a loss of identity.
Often the quest of identity begins with violence."

That was one of the things I was wondering about because we have some strong
competition from the U.S. for example.

"On the frontier, everybody is a nobody."

6

Well that's the whole point, they have to be good enough that people will actually
watch them, there's no point in having programs if nobody's going to watch.

7

Martin Esslin
THE EXPLODING STAGE
An Excerpt from a talk given by Doctor Esslin at the
Un iversity of Toro nto last year.

The kind of thing that I'm very often asked is, "Well, you've
written about the theatre of the absurd, the theatre of the
absurd is over, what comes now?" This assumes that there is a
sort of linear development in history, that each thing has its
day and then disappears and is replaced by something else.
This is completely wrong because the cinema didn't kill the ·
theatre, opera didn't kill the spoken theatre, naturalism didn't
kill Greek tragedy. And what in fact is happening is things
develop but remain simultaneously present. The development
is not linear, the development could be called by a better
word, "diversification". As an art form develops it develops into
more and more sub-forms, and sub-genres etc. If you look at
the theatre today, and at drama today, you have this very
complex structure, but at the core of it you have the live
theatre. And the live theatre in order to be healthy, to my
mind, has to have three components; It has to have the
continuation of the cultivation of the great heritage of the
past, in other words theatres devoted to classical work like
Stratford Ontario, or the Royal Shakespeare Company in
England, or the Comedie Francaise in France, and that will go
on forever, because that material is of eternal value. Then, I
think a healthy theatre needs a commercial sector. I know
that this is heretical to some high-brows, but I very strongly.
believe in that. Because a commercial sector acts as a kind
of touchstone, because there at least you know what people
are willing to give money for, and that its very healthy for the
actors, and I think that the fact that somebody like OIMer
came out of the classical theatre and can now command
enormous followings in the commercial theatre and then has
the character to go back to classical theatre for a while and
not make that much money is very healthy. The third sector of
live theatre that is absolutely indispensible is the avant Q(irde:
Both the avant garde of written texts, and there is a great deal
of interesting material being written, and the avant garde
.
which goes in for improvisation for purely visual performance
art.
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This is the core of drama, but around it now we have the mass
media, the cinema, television, and radio. And they are in a
healthy system, constantly being fed by the live theatre. I don't
know how it is here, but I think the situation in Canada is very
good from that point of view, because the C.B.C. does
enormous amounts of fostering writing. In England for
example, the television and the radio have an enormous
output. When I was head of B.B.C. radio drama we used to do
a thousand productions a year in radio drama alone. And
there are hundreds of thousands of productions of dramatic
works in television with the three channels we have in England.
Writers like David Mercer, Simon Gray, Tom Stoppard, Harold
Pinter, Samuel Beckett, have written plays for television, for the
stage, for the theatre and for films. And the interaction
between all of these is of immense importance. Because even
the most popular material, even the westerns, even the police
serials, even the soap operas, ultimately profit from these
things because the actors, the writers, the directors, pick up
things. I think if you compared a radio soap opera of 1950
and a radio soap opera of 1980, and played the tapes, you
would see that the psychological subtleties, the type of
humour, the subject matter that can be dealt with now are
innrnre1y on a nigner level than what was being done in 1950.
And that is in the soap opera. So that is what can happen
when you have a very unhealthy system, because they have
no serious material on the mass media except the cinema.
Practically nothing on television, nothing at all on radio. In a
healthy system this the way in which the mass media can
gradually take up the best tendencies of development and
very gradually raise the general level of sophistication and
taste and aesthetic response and so on.
We must forget that the mass media, particularly television are
of immense importance in our civilisation. Because if you think
of for example the television series, you have a situation in
which a whole population is intimately acquainted with
characters like Kojak or Starsky and Hutch and whatever the
others are, Charlie's Angels. These are characters there every
week. They are in different episodes. Now because they are
omnipresent, they assume an existence which is very similar to
that of the folk heroes of epic poetry (here I back it with
Marshall McLuhan), of a "pre-Gutenberg" era. These are the
cnaracrer moae1s, me 1aenmy moae1s or an entire population.
And you could say, and perhaps its a sad thing to say, that
Starsky and Hutch or Kojak are the Odyseus or Achilles of
today, because they are mythical figures that exist
independently of any given episode. They have acquired a
personality where you can say, "now how would he behave in
this situation", and you don't have to have seen a play,
because you have seen so many you actually know them.
And I know from my own work at the B.B.C. that these
characters become more real than real people, they have an
eternal presence, and in that sense, the mass media today
are producing the folk mythology which actually shapes the
thinking and feeling and the ethical attitudes of particularly
young people, who are seeking for their identity, because
everybody has an identity problem and you need identity
models and these are the identity models of today.
So in that sense, I think, the dramatic arts, and again I stress
that the dramatic arts now have four (stage, cinema, radio,
television) branches, from which the theatre is paradoxically
numerically the smallest, but in its potential importance, the
largest and most important. These are enormously important
factors in the shaping of our civilisation and I don't think one
can say that it is easy to control these factors, because they
can't be manipulated in such a simple way because they are
an exact representation of the desires of their audiences. In a
curious way you see the idea that some evil commercial men
are manipulating the audience by giving them Kojak or
Charlie's Angels is not quite true, because the scientific
audience research that goes on, and I know this from my own
work, is such that you can ultimately say, that it is the
audiences and their fantasies that actually dictate the shape
of these modern myths. And you can psycho-analyse a nation
by psycho-analysing the myths it produces.
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Joseph Beuys

HABITAT 11

INTERVIEW PART I

par

Rampike editor Karl Jirgens had the opportunity to talk with
Joseph Beuys about art and electronics at Beuy's Dusseldorf
studio, Nov. 18, 1981.

France Theoret

KJ: What was your motivation in taking over that television station?
JB: When we took over the television station it was a signal to make
the public conscious of the intentions of the Grun movement. We
were being cut off from the television news coverage even though it
was during an election campaign and it was impossible to have
even 1 minute for the Grunen. So we took over the television station,
and at least then people were aware of us and our intentions. The
situation is better now, we have some Grunen elected to local
offices and soon we will jump over the 5% hurdle. It is necessary to
achieve 5% of the vote in order to have an official federal party. We
will soon have some Grunen representatives on a federal level. There
is a permanent struggle, not only with the newspapers but with the
electronic media, to get coverage. At one point we couldn't get
even 1 article published unless we paid with Ol:H own money. So the
television take-over was an action taken on the highest level of the
media. In the next wave, once we achieve federal representation,
we will begin to deal with the problem of the conflict between the
power blocks of the United States and the Soviet Union.
KJ: How do you feel the Electronic Revolution has affected you as
an artist?
JB: In the past I have worked with Television, Radio, Satellite and
Video and so on. For example, I'm now preparing a satellite
programme with Nam June Paik. Electronics becomes essential. Our
organisation is so big already that we can't operate without
computers ... the Frei University, the Grun party, the ecological
movement; its become an international network co-operating with
other similar movements. The use of electric media is a necessity.
KJ: What is the nature of the satellite transmission you're now
working on?
JB: It takes the form of a concert, a sound event, it will appear
maybe during Nam June Paik's retrospective at the Whitney in New
York. I've worked for a lot of years in sound. The Fluxus movement
and so on. That was some time ago, Nam June Paik was here as a
student. Cage of course was a great inspiration. We were involved in
events in which sounds were produced by mouth, produced by
hand, produced electronically. Numerous concerts were being
made.
KJ: How would you describe the direction your art work is presently
taking?
JB: My work is no longer a part of the trod itiona I art movement. Its more a
part of the peace movement or the ecological movement. It breaks
through the walls of modem art. It is anthropological drt. I call it social
sculpture. It has to do with the capital consteUation, economics, the
interdisciplinary inter-relationships of our society. We try to develop
alternative solutions to social problems. We have dialogues with
political leaders, and not only political leaders, but with writers, poets,
religious leaders ... We are setting up talks with the Dhalai Llama for
example, to form a kind of real enterprise. We need to employ people's
abilities in this organisation. For example, we have a factory involved
with producing electronic parts.
In the past I had many jobs. I worked in bakeries, as a taxi driver,
and so on. My students work in different fields. I find it no longer
interesting to work as a studio artist. My work appears in every
possible social situation. The artist as well as the scientist have a
great social responsibility. Of course this comes up with Einstein, but
now with the spread of nuclear plants and technology it is essential
that we take a position in order to begin dealing with these
problems.

Des murs defaits, les fils pendent. Dans la bouche les
normes. On dit filage standard. Ca court, prevue '
!'installation. Brevet de securite. Entre un pOle positif et
un pOle negatif. La chambre place vide et froide,
l'oeil pas assez clos. La febrilite. Battements de la
paupiere tout le jour durant. Je guette la nuit arrive je
me livre autrement l'attente. Des murs un a un ou '
tous ensemble s'offrent a decouvert, fils allonges,
noeuds, branchements. Le conduit electrique dans la
cave. Un epais boyau court au plus bas de la
maison pris a meme le plancher de baton.
Le rouge et le noir. Joindre les fils au systeme nerveux
central. J'habite la maison sans murs. Errance dans
l'espace poussiereux et glace. Le temps que l'on
oublie pas dure au-dela de sa verite. L'hiver hors les
murs, la ville grise illuminee des longues soirees
humides. J'attends qu'on referme les murs, j'attends
que_ ~e referme l'eclat noirci au bord de la tempe. La
mat1ere bouge. Sans doute les fils animent-ils ce qui
se meut, l'outrance. II vaudrait mieux dire la matiere
morte. La condensation plus que l'attraction cu la
repulsion.
/

Les pieces sont vastes. Elles
semblent innombrables. Une
femme y entre seule le soir. Les
fils dessinent des figures. Plus
tard, ii y aura les murs. A peine
se rappellera-t-elle que derriere
les murs, ii y a le circuit courant.
Les demeures sent encerclees
de fils conducteurs qui viennent
se joindre sous les trottoirs. La
chambre s'illumine a meme la
rue. Dec'"harges et fluides. Les
rideaux sont tires. Le doigt sur le
commutateur, un eclair entre
les dents. Quand le visible et
!'invisible finiront-ils de
s'emmeler coupant court
l'apaisement?

Part II of this interview will appear in the next issue of Rampike.
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A QUESTIONABLE STORY
by

Dave Godfrey
And why the Canadian Wasp?
The mind floats
Print boxes it.
Assume the mother murdered the father in 1941.
One could begin anywhere. If one were the son, many moments would
do.
If one were the mother, even more moments would be possible. Shock
and gun
and knife. Think of living with some moments and what they would have
become.
Durer. An English verb at one time. To last.
Perhaps a dream of discovery. Men in brown tweed coats. Standing in the
snow.
Inspectors.
And for some reason, the body is buried so shallow in the earth that bones
press
through, as though stepping on decayed spring ice in a barnyard, muck
and
ooze break through, bones, rags.
"This body is me," the dreamer says and knows, or knows and wishes to
say. "I
must do something about that. It was a mistake, of course, leaving my
body there."
So clear and certain. And yet that dream ambiguity. Would they know the
truth? "I
was afraid to clear that up." The body pressing up.
Or, while changing the license plates on the pickup - DREAMS ARE THE
ABSENCE
OF OR - so that the front and back (both false) match, matching falsity,
they see the bus start up on its own and drive up the ramp out of the
underground garage and no one seems to care. Yet when the men in the
brown tweed coats arrive, it is to speak of the damage caused by the bus.
Only one of them goes out into the yard.
"It's over now," he says. The bones press up; sleeves of the brown tweed
suit muddied and creased, liquid with mud, yet not rotten, untouched,
store new, as bright in the winter sun as it had been years ago in July of
1941. "It's over, Mrs. Hough."
Electricity. Hydro power. Plugs and switches.
The mind floats and does not box itself in. Deckle.
Print is the box of time, or - FOR THE MIND LOVES OR - is a box against
time and the mind. Even the paper of Ts'ai Lun was rectangular. Mulberry
bark. Rene Antoine Ferchault de Reaumur on the wasp as papermaker. "I
know nothing as singular as a species of wasp that lives in Canada ...
one would accept the nest as the work of man . .. it is fine paper and as
heavy as that of ordinary portfolios."
With the mother there would be hundreds of starting moments. Onlookers.
Passersby in that summer. The grocer in Grand Valley. What would a girl of
sixteen that summer remember now? Now almost sixty herself. Looking at a
woman past seventy in the prisoner's box.

The trough overflowing, t~e fl?ater broken, a thin lamp cord dangling,
cotton wound. He, standing 1n water, slightly drunk, still in his brown tweed
summer suit, reaching into water, cursing water no doubt and the breechy
cow that must have done this early in the morning, he may have heard
nothing as his wife or brother-in-law, or both, pulled down the switch near
the lower door of the barn. The body contorted, falling, trampled by the
cows pushing to the necessary water.
Hidden that day in the manure; buried that night for forty years. Deserted
the family that night in a story told as truth day after day.
One could begin with the son imagining any of those moments, the actual
wheels of the old red Case rolling across the mud floor of the center sled
in moonlight. The bucket's slow lift.
But for a moral, a story needs to start here, end here, peak here. Less
frightening. The mind. picks three points and builds the attempted gift
around them, assuming much about the readers and their love of ribbon
and shape and stickers and hidden boxes. But we want now to pull
switches, give ourselves more of falsity.
Was it frightening for the plainsong man in this way, whose hands had
mastered mind shapes and tied his vision of the possible to the leeched
calf and sheep skins. Three hundred sheep per bible. Two thousand words
per calf. Each word ~hen an object of value. Which was more frightening,
the punches and strikes and copper matrices of Garramond, the alloys
cast together:
Mysteries: Plantin's types, 1580: 82%
lead, 9% tin, 6% antimony with a little
copper. Lifetime oaths to preserve the secrets.
Or the demand for rags, .unnaturally mashed and bleached.

1 1/ 2 pounds of rags will buy a primer or a storybook ... one penknife,
nine rows of pins - 4 pounds of rags will buy a pair of handsome buckles,
or the famous 'History of Robinson Crusoe' who lived 28 years on an
uninhabited island .. ."
/

Sorters who died of smallpox buried, as all others, in wool, even in death
preserving this wondrous medium.
Their fear was for loss of the careful sanctity of god's words. Now god is well
drugged, but there are other losses to fear, other know beginnings and
natural laws and know endings, guidelines.
Switches. Plugs. Transistors. Megabytes. I have lain out these formulas
elsewhere. Here I catch the new hands at work. Other patterns.
I myself will want to begin with the father, drunk, speaking out in
Orangeville against the war. Soundly beaten. Thrashed. Forced off the road
at the old bridge over the Grand Slamed. Thrust down into the sluggish
current. The names of the other farmers. Linked lists of their stories, their
dreams that night. Their later deaths in war. Endless links.
Poper is not enough. Copper, lead and antimoney are not enough. I will
need electricity. I will need switches, case statements and recursive
procedures.
In fact,_ it is the woman and the man together who pull down on the rusty
switch 1n the lover barn. The brother has given the signal and then run
back towards her, to comfort her, to assure her, to be sure she does not
falter. Now, forty years later he has faltered , brought this opening to us.
Electricity is learning, learning to float towards the mind. The extent of the
possible will be changed. The humanity which drugged god will soon itself
be_ drugged. A quiet revenge. Think of the two hands on the switch, like
children at play, pulling down. The body contorting. The cows moving
forward. Heavy flesh against flesh . A momentary jostling.

She came in Saturday as usual, July that was. "Was there anything unusual
about her behaviour, her appearance. Any signs of distress."
"Objection."
With electricity, with these possible elements that float in the mind, the
need for boxes disappears. We need no longer ask - should - where how long -about the appearance of this girl, this Christine Farrell who saw
Mrs. Hough during the week of the murder.
With electricity we may think of pueblos, warrens, habitats, space cities, at
the very least: warrens.
The pocked prairie is fiction.
A whole novel about this Christies. Her sexual awakening - which dance
in the hockey arena at Grand Valley or Orangeville? What songs? Which
band? Deep Purple?
Plugs. SWitches. Transistors. Megabytes. Garramond visiting Knuth.
Somewhat frightening as an act of creation, easy to let the story roam
around the mind for a few years, like racoons moving down Bayview and
Yonge towards the lake.
After forty years, the brother confesses. Why? Fear of the after? Pain in his
own mind, fed by secrecy, finally brought to a necessary surface. Or some
slight by the doctor son?
And the son is told. Who does that? Who shall we have do it. "Your father
did not run away because of the war - though after he said he would he was electrocuted one Sunday afternoon as he watered the cows who
came in from the hot July pastures, calves at their side, belly flat from the
alfalfa and udder heavy.
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TALKING WITH

Kerry Trengrove
October 23, 1981 /London
11

the basis of all language is biological ... "
K. Trengrove

In the Deer piece, questions of territory, of politics, of inner
space are extended into Global terms ... territories in the
mind ... preserves in the mind ... a metaphor for the
environment in which we live. You can see ecologies as
destruction or preservation of territory.
The videotape works in 10 minute stanzas but because of the
mixing I got different layers each time. I've been building up,
. layering and deconstructing the images on tape ... it's a
· constant process ... I've been constantly subverting the
images ... The drawings on the wall accompanying the video
are intaglio, one of the earliest means of recording art ...
there's a polarity between video and scratching. Brecht used
film and back projection, he was dealing with foreground and
background ... the background comes to the foreground
putting it into the social context of the audience and finally
into a personal social context through the use of the
headphones provided for the audio portion. Ultimately, one of
the things that I'm saying is that the basis of all language is
biological.
The audio portion of the deer piece consists of people I meet,
friends of friends, or people I meet through the media. Two
that I talked to are South Africans involved with the African
National Congress ... both of their husbands are in jail. Their
standards are very obviously about their personal territory ...
the man doesn't come home; its a potential threat ... the
political-economic situation prevails.
The other females were white western europeans. They're still
dealing with the body as a territory on a sexual level. They're
arriving at the notion of territory by choice.
,,
- Kerry Trengrove -

·· ... the control ... that you know that you can arouse that
person ... it frightens me ... "
" ... its the feeling of being out of control that I really hate."
" ... there's always some part of me that I don't reveal ...
'cause its protection for me, I don't want to give away my
failings ... "
- Audio Tape Excerpt -

The context or space in which Kerry Trengrove works is used
as a social laboratory ... a vehicle for socio-political
research. Often this research results in discoveries that act as
catalyst for social change. Trengrove expressed his ideas and
concerns to Rampike during his recent exhibition at London's
Lewis Johnstone Gallery in the fall of 1981.

During the tunnel piece under the ACME Gallery in London I
was taking in calls on the phone in the tunnel, at the same
time on the BBC we had a talk show. We were turning the
gallery into a space for disseminating information. There were
two floors above me in the gallery. On one were tapes of
athletes and long distance swimmers, people who would
spend up to 30 hours in the water, people who went under
duress out of their own choice. On the other floor were
extracts of interviews with political detainees from 21 different
countries. All had undergone torture at one time or another.
These people had undergone great duress also, but not by
choice ... these excerpts were broadcast on the BBC and
eventually the victims voices would reach back to, say, South
Africa or South America where they weren't allowed to speak
about their repression.
Meanwhile in the tunnel I had a microphone and people
were up in the gallery. The gallery was open 24 hours, people
could talk to me using the microphone and video link up that
we had set up. They asked me more or less pragmatic
questions, the mike was on my body and I could talk to
anybody, sometimes people would wake me up, though
rarely ... I had a telephone too, and for a while I was linked
up to local radio on a talk show. Sometimes the phone would
ring and I would talk to them and then relay what was being
said to the radio audience because they couldn't hear what
was being said on the telephone ...
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Takis

At the Beaubourg/ Paris

3 TOTEMS: A MUSICAL SPACE
Installation at the George Pompidou Centre
utilizing, gravity, electromagnetics, sound & light.
At the centre of the piece three metal scaffolds
support a series of mercury cathode tubes which
convert an alternating current (A.C.) to direct
current (D.C.). The D.C. current is then channeled
to a number of electromagnets mounted over 6
huge timbers and 6 giant metal pipes. The
electromagnets have been placed according to
the classic pythagorean principle sectioning the
pipes and timbers into a musical scale. Other
electromagnets come on at irregular intervals
repelling enormous black spheres suspended by
fine wire from the ceiling. While the current is off,
the spheres slowly pendulum back to their
original position. More random sounds are
created by thin metal rods suspended by fine
. wire in front of amplified metal guitar strings. A
random current powering electromagnets attracts
the metal rods to the guitar strings creating a
resonating vibration. Takis has orchestrated a
symphony for which there is no conductor. lhe
sounds themselves are produced through a
sophisticated combination of physics and
technology, yet because of the arythmic and
primitivistic quality, they are evocative and
timeless.
"The whole environment is made so that people can
go down and walk around in it. I call it a musical
environment, a musical space.
I could have used modern micro-electronics to
accomplish something similar, but that didn't interest
me, it was not nearly as exciting. I had to specially
order those cathodes, they haven't been in use for 50
or 60 years.
In theory, the sounds in the environment should
never repeat. They are all caused by random
accident; they might repeat, but only by accident."
-Takis-
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IN THE BEGINNING V (THE STORY) -

David Rosenboom

f
a nee materials for In The Beginning V (The Story) include the score and
Per orm
17mm f if m and one stereo tape of synthetically processed speech. The
parts, one
.
tape is separa ted into two sections.

DIALOGUE
An Excerpt
D = The Voice of the Double

1 & 2 = The Two Spirit Characters

D. It is not day. It is not night. Awareness of existence is manifest. Correlations
over the axes of consciousness suggest that attractive forces are operative and resonant
processes are fom:1ing uni_ty operators necess?ry for e~tities to be and.evolve. Yet, m?te~iality,
interactively associated with sensory systems , 1s not evident. Lack of eVldence of motivation
suggests global symetry and non-material awareness but polarities do register. Local
symetries hasten a central consciousness into thought. It wonders if complementary
awareness is functional. If so, these thoughts are always two thoughts.
The first heat of retrospective pattern retrieval informs the awareness of its birth, a
materialization into the fluid state of pure thought. A certain glee is unavoidable and the
awareness wishes for increased excitation even though it knows somehow that such
indulgence both accelerates b irth and increases the entropic joy ride towards natural death .
Let's make this a good one.
An awareness of two-ness grows now. Forward and backward time correlations become more
prevalent and their intensity gives rise to the idea of the great variety of speeds. It is the
evolved spirit of humanity, the two-ness of its polar qualities, born continuously into the nonmaterial state of relatively global, interactively patterned, attractive forces. The awareness
possesses the knowledge of its evolution now to the form of a unitary spirit being, having
survived the entropic run down of its planetary mother-heart, Earth .
The infinite negativity, the figureless ground of the vastness of space resembles consciousness
itself. An awareness of two-ness is fully manifest now. The spirit beings are space itself, charged
with the activity of thought. A great temptation to communicate in instantaneously
transmittable breaths of thought exists. It is resisted by a motivation, the source of which is
unknown, to go forward in collective evolution.
II
1. The determinism of the cosmos, the geometry of blankness. is broken down by the influx of
mind , the organism which warps space into the dialectic illusionary of history and the present.
We continue to invent history. History only represents images, the constructions of another
present, fading like pictures in the sand, which relate to the forms of emptiness like thought to
consciousness. Building the collective memory determines the warpings of space.
2. But. what about the time-eye-in-the-back-of-the-head? Perspective was gained by achieving
non-local time correlation - our hyperspace view, you know.
1. All creation of perspective must include a view of the vanishing point. That which helps us
perceive also gets in the way - changing perspective on the edge of dissappearance.
2. So , thought warps the space of consciousness, but, how about amnesia?
1. I don't mean to be insulting, but, things usually end with a whimper, not with a bang. In
any case, our survival was not predicted .
2. But, we knew the irreversable course towards dissolution long ago. The illusion of symetry is
what led to our downfall. We modeled the universe in technology and when we sensed an
incompleteness. turned to art.
2. The edification of humans required the construction of their evolutionary successor to tell
that which could not be infered because of human membership in the system they would
purport to know.
1. What is the origin of such motivation?
2. The three-linked , recursive chain of the double concept, of course. We said the great
double created humanity, a model, in its own image . The origin of human motivation then
became transferable. Some say that when one sees the great double he must overcome it.
1. Or become it.
2. Or eat it. . (pause) .. . The deific double is the personification of a mind state - the force
of attraction, love, gravitation - out of which , when well tuned, flows the perfect body state.
1: We had to take responsibility for evolution towards acceptance of growth and decay - the
increa'se and the decrease - to become part of a larger galactic peace. The motivation
ascribed to the deific double gave recognition to purity without abdication of identity. Identity
requires doubling . Therefore, we had to double ourselves to understand ourselves.
2. The robotic double was created to explain or implant motivations more trustworthy than our
own. The deific double gave source to our motivations and the robotic double contained
motivations that we modeled and believed to be objective. Right? Humans, believing in the
consciousness of identity became humans the doers, homo faciens. To understand the
motivation to do , homo faciens created machina faciens . Homo faciens was modeling itself,
creating the robotic double, the, so called, benign facilitator. which was named, Faciens.
1. Yes, and. you know, Fociens predicted our demise. But, imagine, just imagine its own point
of view.
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NICOLE BROSSARD

peau la langue monte au cerveau
comme un concept en plein travail de rumeur; dons l'intimite
on en voit le volume. Ecrire
qu'un concret desir dispose dons
le temps du coeur comme d'un
muscle bruyant pour faire place
la matiere grise des sens.
Corps electrique d'usage et foudroyant. Synthese spirale longeant la ligne semantique patriarcale: chute, l.e corps sa pareille, peau la langue monte au
cerveau
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a ferme les yeux memoire interieure
perceptible a donne des yeux dons l'exact
mise en evidence une femme
o plongeant dons son aura
j'ai voulu dire que les songes
etalent nos levres en plein cosmos
j'ai voulu dire un chant d'energie
ou pleurer dons l'ultra-violet
pyramide eblouie par le temps
dons la cite quotidienne je reste
suspendue au desir a une phrase
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Frank Davey

Louis Dudek
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The thunder would roll softly behind the
/
mountains & I would begin counting & hoping.
Maybe because the thunder rolled like faint
gunfire I had never heard, or promised to crash
like real bombs falling. I would hear the rumbling
behind the mountains & begin watching the high
dark clouds & counting & hoping. When the rain
began I would rush upstairs to the dormer
window of the sewing room, & watch the droplets
pound & ricochet on the verandah roof & look
across the village below, & the mountains behind
it, at the lightning descending, & hope for the
quick hard concussion of thunder after.
'Don't touch the window,' my mother would say.
She & my grandmother were always there too,
counting off the seconds between lightning &
thunder, & saying it was awful & they wished it to
stop, & staring till the very end of the storm at the
wet village glistening in each lightning's flashing.
My father was never there, he drove truck for the
hydro company & was usually out in the storm,
somewhere in the hills, & I would picture him
kneeling in his black rain gear splicing wire, or
leaning against the dark red truck to haul
shattered transformers from pole-top with block &
tackle. I imagined thunderbolts striking the
ground all around him, fractured tree limbs
crashing on the wires, sparks dancing at his feet
among the rebounding raindrops. When I was
not imagining, I could hear my mother beside
me reciting her lightning stories.
Lightning that hits the transformer outside & will
race down the wires into our house. Lightning that
came in Mrs. McBeth's window up the street &
knocked the iron from her hand. Lightning that hit
a house on Babich Road & came down the
eaves to a window, crossed the sill & struck a
fountain pen from the man writing at a table. 'It's
awtul,' she would say. 'Terrible,' my grandmother
would agree.
& the rain would crash down, & all our eyes
be out the sewing-room window
waiting for lightning bolts
& the houses & power lines
smashing & flaming.
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Zigmund "Ziggy'' Bl~s~je .

.

. .

environment using canvas and pa,nt ,n con1unct,on with lights
imbedded in the canvas as well directional lighting throughout
the space . ..

HOLOGRAPHY ... A MEDIUM RARE

by David Hlynsky
"Fringe Research " Holographies
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In

December 1981 ,
New York City's Museum
of Holography celebrated its
5th anniversary. Before that, holographic
artists worked most often alone, without a sense
of community. The Museum has served the important function of
creating a network where common problems and their solutions are given a
public forum . It is difficult to make sweeping predictions regarding the future of the
medium. Too much optimism would lead to more than a little egg on Tom Terrific's
face .. . holography will not behave according to the wild imaginings of science
fiction writers. It is simply easier to fantasize than it is to alter the basic laws of optics
and physics . On the other hand, it would be equally foolish to assume that
holography is doomed to a slow death on the drawing board. At the very least.
h?lography is becoming a valuable addition to scientific community where three
dimensional images are more reliable records of objects in states of change than
are conventional photographs. It is a far safer posture to simply describe the
current aesthetic realities of the medium.
Holography is perhaps more related to painting than it is to film and video. It is true
that holograms have a sort of super photographic reality but there the similarity
stops. It will be difficult if not impossible to use holography as a documentary
medium. At this time it is dependent entirely upon loser light. Lasers are not that
Portable. The requirements for stability are too stringent. Natural light causes too
much interference. There's not much hope for the holographic landscape but then
again we have very little dimensional perception at far distances anyhow.
Portraiture has been accomplished but at this date the equipment is expensive,
t~mpermental and dangerous. Snapshots are out for the time being . So we're left
with the still life . .. but even in this century, artists like Duchamp, Joseph Cornell
and Man Ray have assembled the fragmented artifacts of civilization into magical
~nd meaningful still lifes. Holography has something to contribute to this tradition. It
~s a.sense of illusion so real that it can mimic the optical transparency of glass, the
illusive surface of chrome and the tacky sparklings of glitter covered baubles and
~oodads. We have always been fascinated by objects which capture light ... a
silver cup . .. a diamond dog collar ... the sun setting into an acid lake. These
~urt~ces are illusive, shimmering and glinting with every change of position; lending
infinite nuance to the ambient light. Holography is now capable of recreating
those nuances. Photography, film and video fall flat when challenged to do the
same. Perhaps holographers share this concern for light and surface most with
m~d~rn painters. A hologram is constructed slowly and meticulously ... like
P~inting it is an additive process. Holography demands the strict discipline of
scie~ce and the free interpretation of the artistic temperament. It is a technological
medium created for the renaissance mind . It is a medium rare, created for a future
not quite present. It is not a substitute for crafts already perfected. As we wait and
see, holography creates itself.
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Jonathan Borovsky
"installation piece in progress based on drea m experience "
- /CA Main Gallery: London / 1981

SHEDDING LIGHT ON A MEMORY

Talking with Barbara Astman

I learned how to type in high school. I took a summer course thinking that I'd better learn to
do something where I could earn a living, although since then I've never once used that skill
to earn money. I do a lot of writing actually. I probably do more writing than actual
production of art work during the year, but its more writing aimed to aid the production of the
art work, so I really work out my ideas with words rather than with sketches. Then I make
reference to the writing as I work on the piece. For the Untitled, I was Thinking Of You series, I
used an SCM Smith Corona secretarial 415 electric typewriter that I bought at a garage sale
the year before . I didn't pre-write the text because I wanted the words to be a flow of memory
representing how a person can enter your mind within certain moments that I guess we call
day dreams. We remember that person or something very specific about that person, and in
a short amount of time that thought is gone. Each of those thoughts represented by text in
those pieces is a reference to my relationship to a certain person, so the works are very much
about me too .
For those particular pieces first I arranged the colour, I used fabric for the colour, because its
much denser, photographically it records as a much denser thicker colour than paper, and I
would just tack the fabric up and choose the colour that I wanted that day and the colour
didn't bear any emotional reference to the person I was thinking of, it wasn't that kind of
selection, and I had tape marks on the wall so I knew where I could stand and that I could
move this much to the left or this much to the right and still be within the camera's frame, and
I always did at least one shot before hand , before I typed on it just to check the colour
balance, check the light balance and everything else, and then if I had a keeper I would
then re-shoot it keep that same setting, quickly tape it on a piece of paper throw it in the
typewriter, and start typing very very quickly, and hope it worked. For that series and most
series that I've done, I've used very unorthodox lighting . My studio that I shot those in had
north light, all the rest of the studio was surrounded by solid walls, so I shot on the east wall,
by the north light, I used one reflector board, near the other side of me, and I kept the
flourescent lights on. the green cast from the flourescence washed out the flesh tones, so in
most of those pieces I appear quite pale, I just wanted to be recognized as a form, as a
human, but I didn't want that fleshiness, it made me too much of a person.
You can dally in your day-dreams, but I didn't want to dally, I wanted to get closer to the kind
of momentary thought you can have, and you don't plan that kind of thing, you just have to
go with it .. . I still get hung up because of the fact that I do enjoy writing, and sometimes I
write a phrase and stop and read it and like it, and then, I realize that I'm wasting time by rereading, things just because of my interest in words, and every now and then I want to
combine certain words and know that I wasn't being true to them, in terms of stream of
consciousness, that's because its being translated from something that's subconscious to the
conscious action, so it was a re-translation of that kind of idea.
There's always been a political problem with being an artist. There are the institutional peoJ;>le,
the collectors, and you are subject to tneir caprices to a certain extent. If a curator thinks your
works great, yeah, he can make your career go for you, if the collectors think your works great
they can really make it go for you. And here it was, out on an everyday product. a record,
and every kid between the ages of sixteen and twenty lets say, was potentially going to buy
that, and now that album is in over a million homes, a huge number of homes across
Canada alone, let alone the states. That's more people that will ever see my work than if I
had a show that travelled into every institutional Gallery around Canada, and that's great!
They may never know who I am, or remember my name from the back or whatever, I don't
care, it was just a whole different way of communicating with people and its fun. Also there's
a certain amount of fantasy involved, you put yourself on the album cover, and it hos that
whole thing of Andy Warhol's theory of everybody getting their fifteen minutes of fame.
All of that is very personal, but in terms of social awareness, or a social consciousness I have
~houghts as well. Regarding nuclear energy for example, I have an opinion but I don't think
its an educated opinion, to a certain extent, I do believe in nuclear energy because I see it
as an alternative to fossil fuels, but I don't believe in how it is being maintained, built,
w~atever, to obtain that nuclear power at this point. It hasn't been satisfactory. I just don't
~h1nk enough research has gone into how to build the power plants, I don't believe that there
is any room for error, I don't believe that there's room for accidents, I wouldn't want one in my
backyard .
The energy question has become a wor1dwide problem, for example I don't believe that the
sale of AWAC's to Saudi Arabia was a wise move, and its not just Sadat's assosination that
makes me say this. you can see the middle east. and you can see what's happening in Iran.
and you can see the Russian takeover in Afghanistan, it just seems to me like the most
un~~ed part of the world, olong with South America and Latin Americo. I just don't believe in
bu1ld1ng up a heavy military supporting that in areas that are already unstable.
A lot of my work has to do with memory. Sometimes you think you would be nothing without
Your memories. Because you can predict about the future, fantasize about it, but what is solld
~nd ~eal is always your past, and for me that's a real source of what life's about, my past and
ow it has made me into the person that I am, for better or for worse, I don't care, this is really
me, l'v~ never thought of doing anything else, they asked me when I was a little kid what I
was going to be and there was no question in my mind that I was going to be an artist, I've
always believed that there are no rules, and that you can combine words and images, or
Whatever you want.
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Don Holuska
"Haluska touches on aspects of ... sculpture, performance,
environment, theatre and illusion, with an approach that is
sparse and economical."
- I. Holobizky ,

ROBOTICS
mechanization
(futuristic dreams)
the facism of
the microphone
not to be confused with
technology per se
(pen, paper, etc.)
sex confused with
machine function
(we have no
feelings etc.)
machine i unconscious
machine = abandoned consciousness
(careless driving etc .)
you get arrested

2
forward motion
backward motion
emotion
consequences of
current feelings
electric in the chair
how do you get there?
dead ahead
the switch
gearing up
you could go either way
fearing or
hearing

/

3
lost in flesh

id ideas
the notion is
increased motion
speed
you break the sound barrier
get further & farther away from
your own words
you can't break the light barrier
the sight travels with you
tough memories
4

le
le elevator
ho ho tel
T.V.
tell no vision

video image
surrounded by
the lights of
Toronto
(i.e. the old poetic image
- we define the place by
electricity)
plastic pen
felt tip technology
at my finger slips
5

four hundred & one cars go by
five hours to
dawn
measuring as if that had significance
dado dreams
mama chines
baba
to the sheep of
this life
everything disintegrates
even as the eye
beholds it
we can't unwrap the present
a bow to the bow
ties me to this moment
um
er
hrumpph
(human failure etc.
let's avoid the tying off of
the process)
-clump(one shoe)

still waiting
-bp Nichol-

L'ERE DU MAGNETISME BLANC
Par

Germaine Beaulieu
Une autre histoire avant meme que la premiere soit revolve. Comme si
l'extase, ou son urgence, poussait la vitesse du fantasme son
paroxysme.

a

lmaginez la non-materialite; le trou blanc qui s'oppose
l'espace noir: redondance simplifiee d'equivalences.

a l'anti-matiere de

Ma main sur son sein n'aurait plus de sens. Direction piegee ou les
energies se soumettent de nouvelles gravitations.

a

Les plaisir~ programment une forme inedite d'induction:
LE MAGNETISME BLANC.
Les femmes, protagonistes des lieux nouveaux, glissent leur pas le long du
laser et decoupent chaque surface en une tangente nouvelle. Ainsi
gravitent le jeu des lignes tollement demultipliees qui precisent le volume
spatial des formes. La juxtaposition parfaite des angles en mouvement
provoque la conjoncture d'une perspective mutante.
L'espace d'une ville.
Ses habitations, cerceaux de lumiere, sont reliees entre elles par un couloir
laserifie ou ses limites, constituees d'intangibles couleurs, bougent sous
l'impact des ondes imprevisibles.

II est possible de parcourir les couloirs par la pensee: vitesse lumiere.
Des habitations circulaires s'echappent quelques noyaux-vehicules qui
permettent d'aller contempler l'espace au-dela de la cite jointe. Les regles
sont strictes; on ne peut circuler dons les couloirs que sous le controle du
radar-automatise de la pensee. Chacun de ces couloirs est divise en deux
palliers. Le premier est celui du mouvement et de !'attraction entre les
reseaux du desir. Le second est reserve l'inertie: aire ou les automatismes
defectueux se regenerent apres avoir croise quelques
interferences/differences dons la voie de l'action.

a

Cet espace de regeneration est indispensable car les circuits automatises
de la pensee conservent certains aspects primaires. De la l'urgente
prevision du court-circuit provoque par la collision de mouvements entre
les noyaux/vehicules.
Le second pallier est done un lieu de passivite temporelle ou la
"reenergetisation" s'opere jusqu'a !'illumination de la conscience qui se
reconquiert un espace au premier pallier.
ELLE: _ _ _ ANARCHIE DANS UNE VILLE CODIFIEE

a

Verra croisait toujours plusieurs corridors la fois parce que so vitesse
refusait la discipline de l'espace.
Verra jouissait par la trehison des interdits.
Verra voyait la jouissance des impulsions ...
Elle passait souvent par le deuxieme pallier.
Son impatiente fusion avec le plaisir lui faisait publier les regles du radar.
Verra n'etait pas raisonnable.
Tout se vivait si vite en cette epoque d'absence de temps.
LES HEURES, disait Verra, ME SONT DES CONTINENTS PERDUS QUE JE N'AI PAS
LE TEMPS DE VOIR JOUIR.

a

Elle passait son energie parcourir tousles episodes possibles des
substances lumineuses et indissolubles du vide qui l'encerclait.
Sa fascination: les oracles planetaires qu'elle se donne en spectacle
toutes les acuites temporelles qui lui signifient un arret.

a

Sur le parcours, les atomisations etreignaient souvent le mutisme de la
pensee qui se voulait tricherie imaginative et non dupe de l'erreur d'un
radar desinteresse.
Verra passait souvent au second pallier "deselectrifie." Ses anticipations
depassaient toute perception possible de l'obstacle, l'obligeant ainsi la
confrontation "d'une autre".

a

VERRA VEUT ATOMISER L'ESPACE DE SES PARCOURS, COURTCIRCUITER' LES
INTERFERENCES.
VERRA PROVOQUE LES COLLISIONS ENTRE LES ENERGIES POUR PROCREER DE
NOlNELLES TANGENTES VISIBLES AUTREMENT.
VERRA NE SE CONFORME PLUS AUX REGLES PEU IMPORTE QU'ELLES SOIENT Of
l'ABSOLUTISME INTEGRAL AU MIMETISME ABSOLU.
VERRA A PROCREE DES ESPACES INEDITS OU CHAQUE "UNE",
ENTRE QUELQUES PARCELLES D'ENERGIE, HABITE LE MYSTICISME:
TRANSCENDANCE REFLEXIVE.

Meeting DENIS MASI
(Ca nis Lupus familiaris-obscurus)

One dog . Two profi le spotlights with yellow and blue
filters . Two slide projectors each with 80 slides on an
auto-changer, one from point of view facing dog, the
other from the point of view facing table. Two 6' x 4' x
1/ 4" sheets of glass to serve as a screen for the
slides. These also form a wall between the dog and
the table. False Floor. Tape loop of dog sounds (1 .
threat, high intensity, no uncertainty; 2. anxiety; 3.
uncertainty with suspicion). Atmosphere in immediate
area of construction invested with unrecognizable
odour.
Photos and Material c/ o
LP.wis Johnstone Gallery 7 Bolton Gardens London SW5 ODQ

TYPEWRITER
MY electric typewriter is working now cause Joe Carducci came over and fixed it. He told me
all about the days when he was a kid growing up in Haliburton, and how he quit school in
rode eleven, and got married, and soon after that went to work for the railway as a waiter
~nd later, went from job to job until finally, he became a professional typewriter repair man .
He told me all about Haliburton and the trains and that 'cause I asked him if he wanted a
cup of coffee. He said 'no thanks,' and told me he had just had dinner and I wondered what
that had to do with having a cup of coffee . Then he asked me if I had seen the little roller for
the retainer for the automatic mechanical spacer in my electric typewriter. I said 'no,' and
that I hadn't seen it (butinfactlhadlostit) . He started looking all thru his complicated tool box
for O spare roller and during the whole time he kept telling me about how in Haliburton after
the war a lot of guys never bothered with school and had quit to look for jobs. And he told
me how maybe school wasn 't such a bad idea and about how tough it was trying to find a
job, and I pretended to listen carefully to everything he said .
Right now, I'm listening to the water building up steam behind me as I sit here typing in the
kitchen . Soon , it'll begin to bubble and then I'll unplug the kettle and pour the water over
Pride of Arabia coffee granules (the kind with the Arab on his charger waving a rifle at you ,
you can get it at Loblaws) . But I won 't pour the water over the coffee until the water stops
boiling. That way I won 't bum the little granules, and that way the coffee won't taste bitter.
Myway, Joe Carducci couldn't find a spare roller mechanism thing in his tool box. but after a
while he looked down and saw the old one lying on the rug . I said I didn't know how it
could've gotten there (but I was lying, 'cause earlier on when I was fiddling with the machine
and shaking it upside down I heard it fall out, but I was too lazy to look for it) , and I watched
as Joe proudly plucked the little roller out of the green shag and held it up in triumph . He
plucked it just like a dentist plucking a tooth out of a small child's mouth. Feeling guilty about
losing and then lying about the little mechanism, I offered him a glass of wine to help
celebrate this unexpected victory; and he said, 'are you Italian?'. And I said, 'no, how bout
some Schnapps?'. But he said that he had already had a drink with dinner, and that he was
Italian and that he usually drank only with dinner, and then he drank wine; red wine. (But I
think he might've been lying, cause he looked like he might have a nip now and then, and
his nose was pretty big and it looked a little bit too red to me). But getting wrapped up in the
spirit of the thing , I told him that I was part Swedish (which is a lie). And he said, 'what a coincidence, cause back in Haliburton, one of the guys coming off the boat was named Sven
Lindquist or something like that and he might've been part Swedish too. And I acted as if I
believed him, and pretended that I was interested. But actually I was more interested in what
he was doing with the electric typewriter, and I noticed that he was fiddling with the little roller
mechanism exactly the same way I was just before I had lost it in the green shag rug. And he
told me how Sven used to amaze the teachers up in Haliburton with his wide knowledge of
dairy equipment, and I didn't have the heart to tell him that I usually take my coffee black
(and I never heard of any cows in Sweden either) . And he told me how after only five years
Sven had caught up on English grammar (though it was true that he had taken a c;,ourse in
Sweden before coming to Haliburton - Canada).
Joe had some trouble putting the little roller on cause it wasn't too bright in the kitchen cause
it was turning late afternoon and I had forgotten to turn on the lights. And I tried to help him,
and for the second time that day I offered him a cup of coffee, the Pride of Arabia kind, and I
even told him about how to pour the water over the granules and so on. And Joe said , 'what
a co-incidence!' cause that was the way his mom had told him all Italians made coffee, and
the whole time I thought it was the Arabs who did it that way. But then , I thought that maybe I
was under that impression, because I always buy my coffee at Loblaws. And he confessed
that that was the reason he had turned down the first cup of coffee, cause he figured I was
one of those people who just grab the kettle and pour the water while its still boiling, and
then the little granules get burnt and then the coffee tastes bitter and it gives you this horrible
indigestion. And he poked at his stomach which was resting quietly underneath his ribbed
beige sweater, and he made a face like people make when they drink bitter coffee which
they figure will probably give them indigestion later on.
Outside the kitchen window, the street is hot and pretty green considering how many shops
and shop signs there are along it. And its pretty quiet considering how many shoppers and
shoppers' cars there are, not to mention fat mothers in aprons screaming for their kids to
come home 'cause lunch is waiting on the stove. And across the street, sitting outside a Bistro
are a couple of Arabs talking and drinking coffee in the hot afternoon sun. They seem to have
particularly bad teeth which show up from time to time when they put their heads back and
laugh. Its been up to thirty degrees centigrade here and the grass is the same dry colour as
my shag rug , and I wonder what it's like where you are. By the way this kitchen isn't really my
kitchen, but I won't bother to tell you where or whose it is except to say that it's full of the
aroma of freshly brewed coffee and really it could be anywhere, even in New York. Your letter
is sitting beside me and I've read it several times. I apologize for not answering for so long,
but my typewriter was broken and allthewordskeptrunningtogetherlikethis; and I hate writing
by hand almost as much as I hate bitter coffee. In fact it was taking me so long to get back
to you that I thought I'd phone you instead. I tried information but your number must be
unlisted or changed or something. I even made a list of questions I could ask you in case
the conversation stalled and there was nothing but thin air coming across the wire, 'cause
long distance can be expensive, especially all the way to New York: 1) Did you amaze Y<?Ur
teachers in grade eleven? 2) How many teeth did you lose as a child before you realised that
one day you might lose them all? 3) Did the noise from your dentist's drill make you nervous?
4) What kind of coffee do you drink and do you know the trick about waiting for the water to
stop boiling before you pour it over the coffee? I do, and right now my teeth are chattering
from too much Pride of Arabia.
Anyway, Joe Carducci said, 'school, maybe that's a good thing, ·cause you hear about these
wonder guys who by the time they're forty are millionaires . . . but Joe says if theyda gone to
school theyda done it twice as fast. So I said , yeah, that he was probably right about that
(though I've heard a lot about those Arab oil merchants, and somehow I can't imagine a
bunch of Bedouins yelling and screaming and waving rifles over their heads charging up on
white stallions to the front steps of Cairo Polytechnic, where they could take courses in
separating oil from sand, and maybe electric-typewriter repair). But I kept pretending that I
was interested though the whole time I was wondering ~ any Arabs got off the boat up in
Haliburton - Canada .
Right now, I have about five bucks that I'd like to spend on you if you were here. I'd like to
buy you an Arab charger and a Bedouin outfit like the one on the coffee pack, but five bucks
won't even buy a train ticket to Haliburton, let alone to New York where you are so a letter will
have to do. Mind you, sometimes a letter is enough cause when I get up some steam and
start typing hard, then the clack clack of the keys becomes the clack clack of the wheels on
the track and there I am sitting in the bar car watching the countryside slide by like an
Andrew Wyeth landscape and there I am thinking about sobering up and having a chat with
you over a cup of coffee when I get off the train . Maybe I should mail you the five bucks and
then you could buy a whole pound of coffee at Loblaws, but it wouldn't be the same. In the
meantime your letter is still sitting here unanswered and its already August thirteenth, ten-thirtyone P.M. daylight savings-time. Aaah! How could it be ten-thirty-one P.M. daylight savings time
and.still be light enough to see the shops and the street and the Arabs drinking coffee
outside the Bistro? It can't. I lied. It's actually February and freezing cold. I only imagined the
afternoon that way, the way I imagine you, slowly appearing from behind the steam from the
ke~le. Smiling and walking up to shake my hand and then grabbing my arm as I step off the
train a little drunk, placing my unsteady foot onto the cool afternoon platform in
Poughkeepsie station.
Anyway, Joe said, 'yeah, maybe an education isn't always the best thing for everybody, but it
:re worked for Sven Lindquist, cause now he's got a job working for the phone company.
d then Joe began packing things back into his complicated tool kit.
~n he le~ Joe tu~ed around and smiled, and then he said something strange. He said, 'ain't life
L
I fix typewriters and you write on 'em,' and then he turned around and waved good-bye.
~ er,! got_bac~ to my ty~writerin the kitchen _
and_ after a while I saw the two Arabs charging up the
5
h eet in twin white convertible Eldorados, waving nfles over their heads. They stopped in front of the
bouse and waited while I came downstairs and climbed into a third white limo that they had
H~~i~ght along form~ _and we went riding off_ t~rough the boilin~. hot sunburnt sands towards
te hurton. We we_re nd1ng towards a school, s1tt1ng on top of an 011f1eld where they were going to
a ~c us how to pile up zeros behind dollar signs while making neutron bombs, and how to make
andecent cu_p of ~offee, and_maybe eVE:n a little electric typewriter repair on the side. And yelling
sheercream~ng with the engines po~nd1~~ and the Be,douins flying into the desert dust like blank
With s of typing paper, I kept wondenng 1f 1t really wasn t the Arabs who first learned to make coffee
out burning the little granules.

tY,
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Karl E. Jirgens -

IS ANYBODY THERE?

What exactly were you trying to say in United States part I I. I
see it as a kind of elaborate metaphor for many things that
are good and bad in the U.S. as a nation, but I don't know if
that's pigeon holing it too tightly.

telephone interview

Laurie Anderson

Well its specifically about this country, but I do a lot of work in
Germany too and I think that there's certainly parallel
situations in other cultures and in other basically capitalist
societies, and more than capitalist high-tech societies, cause
it really is about what happens when electronics becomes
part of your daily life, and what happens when this kind of
conglomerate affects you. It changes people, for example
there was something in that piece about a shopping centre,
something called "private property", in which William F.
Buckley is trying to give this speech, and its that kind of
" decentralisation that's happening in other places. In
Germany, those cute little mountain towns are also no longer,
they're analogous to the main street here, its the same kind of
decentralisation , and you can go out to dead centres and
find the same business as usual situations which if you go to
those shopping centres you find again that there's no sense
of public, I mean you don't go there to talk, you go there to
buy.
Do you have a reason for using so much in the way of
electronic media to present your concepts on electricity?

Well, mostly because its fast, its closest to thought, its not so
much in between, there's a lot of circuitry in between, but it
translates very very fast into the material. Also because the
subject is electronics, so it seems to me a good idea tq use
what you're talking about.
To what extent have the works of Wittgenstein and Burroughs
affected you and your work. You often include quotes from
them in your work.

I guess particularly with Wittgenstein, that its a kind of a holdover from my academic career. I studied his work for a couple
of years, and more for really a sort of friction than for
information, particularly his ideas on perception and the way
he is able to visualize those things. The classic example is one
where your looking out this window and this guy is struggling
along and he can hardly walk and he looks like some kind cl
spastic, and you don't realize that the wind is blowing at a
hundred miles an hour and that's why he's acting that way.
Yeah, "if you can't name it point to it ... "
Right, well that came from a thing I had written for a friend of
mine who is a sculptor who's really totally inarticulate, but a
wonderful sculptor, he couldn't hold his own in a bar when
everyone else was yapping about the edge and things like
that, and he just made the things but he didn't talk about
them.

I can see how the immediacy of the medium would work well
with something like performance. I was wondering what you
thought of the fact that in the United Kingdom you're thought
of more as pop star with your hit song "Oh Superman",
whereas in North America you have more of an art following.

Well, until last fall I never did things in England, and it was
such a big difference between what they considered
performance art and what for example Germans considered
performance art. The English version is really much more what
they call "action" oriented or "task" oriented. Things that crossover to music, and they consider that jump as a logical one,
but then it seemed to become something quite different.
Basically the pictures just disappeared and it was just the
music. Its also such a tight culture in terms of communication.
If for instance a song is played on the radio there its played
all over the place.
Because of the B.B.C. there.

Right, and here that's just not the case. Music is an industry
here in a way that its not in England. There's certainly lots of
technicians in England who know how to create the next pop
And Burroughs?
sound, but here that whole scene is controlled by a much
Well, I'm a big Burroughs fan, mostly because of his precision, more corporate sort of situation. D.J.'s can't just pick a record
out of a bin and say "I like this record, I think I'll put it on".
I think of him as a combination Mark Twain, Lenny Bruce or
T.hey're not allowed to do that. If you've been a D.J. for a long
something, he's such a strange old coot, and I didn't really
realize what his influence was on a lot of artists until this Nova time you occasionally get to play one thing but basically the
fellow totally follows a play list. And the only way that you can
convention thing that happened, I guess it was '78 in New
get on that play list is to sell an enormous amount of records,
York, and which I was involved in. And I hadn't read any
so its a very closed system. I mean AM. punk radio here is just
Burroughs except through the obligatory Naked Lunch as a
atrocious.
junior in High School. So I spent the week before the
convention and read about thirteen Burroughs books, and I
was just amazed at the way he could take one aspect of
What are you working on now?
culture which is medicine, and by saying things about how a
culture cares for people who are old or sick, how that can
rm working on recording an album right now and it'll be out
resonate, and say a lot about the culture in general, and
in April.
about his perceptions of somebody who needed medicine,
and was desperate for it. His more recent works like Blade
What's it called?
Runners have the same thing, almost like a Ted Kennedy
Uh~h, I don't know yet ... its going to be eight songs from the
approach who in the last elections was really concentrating
on medical care, and people at first were really kind of non- United States series.
plussed by that, "what does that have to do with
Oh by the way what were those little whirr clicky noises in the
unemployment and this and that", and then slowly they
background, anything to do with your new album?
realized it had a lot to do with it, 'cause if you get sick here
you're in big trouble. And I was real interested in that at the
moment 'cause a friend's mother had gotten really sick, and Yup, I'm running some tape back.
she needed an operation and the insurance just couldn't
cover it and she and her husband, my friend's father were set That's great, well thanks a lot, bye now!
into total bankruptcy because of this operation. And if she
had been living in England or in Sweden it wouldn't have
. Your welcome, bye!
destroyed their whole lives. I mean their whole life savings their
restaurant, everything was wiped out. And they had nothing.
Kennedy was continuously pointing that out as one way this
culture treats people. It was not well understood at first, but I
35
think its going to be better.

THE STORY OF ANNE
By

David McFadden
The car was a primrose-yellow 1957 Volkswagen, the kind with the small
rear window. The time was three in the morning, Saturday, May 16, 1981 .
The place was the Trans-Canada Highway at the Ontario-Manitoba border.
1was driving west. I stopped the car, made sure no headlights were
approaching, then undid my fly and pissed all over the inter-provincial
boundary marker. Ah!
It was a cold night. The temperature was around the freezing mark.~ I
continued on along the dark prairie highway I passed a hitch hiker. A
young woman, late teens or early twenties. She was standing so close to
the highway, with her thumb out, and she appeared so suddenly in my
rather weak headlights, I had to swerve slightly to avoid hitting her. She was
wearing a thin spring jacket and looked miserably cold. She had no bag
or suitcase with her.
1didn't stop. My car was loaded with suitcases and cartons and various
personal belongings including a huge oyster trap and wooden buoy I'd
picked up on the Atlantic coast. It's true she could have sat in the front
passenger's seat but she would have had no place to put her feet as there
was a powerful catalytic heater raging away on the floor on that side. The
normal car heater was inoperative, and I'd bought the catalytic heater in
Wiarton, Ont., the day before, when I found out we were due for cold
weather. It kept the car warm but I had to keep the window open to let the
fumes escape.

\

About ten miles further on I began feeling sorry for the woman. I wondered
what she could have been doing on the highway so late at night, so far
from any human settlement. By this time there was almost no traffic, just a
few big trucks and they don't often stop for hitch hikers, especially on the
open road. So I pulled off and prepared to turn around and go t:>ack for
her. I figured I'd somehow be able to rearrange the junk in the back seat
so that she could squeeze herself in. It wouldn't be comfortable but it'd be
better than freezing.
But when I pulled off my lights went out. Just like that. I hit a small bump
and out they went. Total darkness.
I didn't even have a flashlight, but I flipped open the hood and poked
blindly around with a screwdriver, looking for the loose connection.
Nothing worked. I decided I was stuck there till dawn. I put my head down
on the passenger's seat, using a BOAC duffel bag as a pillow, with my legs
stretched out on the driver's side, and fell asleep. Soon I was engaged in
fabulous dreams. Perhaps it was only the fumes from the catalytic heater,
but I dreamt I was Mickey Rooney and was making a movie with Judy
Garland. It was wonderful, lucid. We were tapdancing wildly on the streets
of Harlem and celebrating the Mardis Gras in New Orleans all at the same
time. We fell romantically in love, with palm trees sighing in the
background, and dark-skinned chocolate faces smiling and humming
sacred but robust spirituals.
When I woke up it was still dark. I_tried the lights but they still didn't work.
Then I had an idea. I tried the lights on low beam, and they went on. Tsk. I
felt stupid for not having tried that earlier. I made a U-turn on the TransCanada and went back looking for the girl. I couldn't find her. I assumed
she'd been picked up.
Then I went into an all-night restaurant. The waitress was blonde, bored,
about 35. She was watching an old movie on television. A young guy was
with her. He was about 18, also bored. He had grease-stained clothes and
hands. He was the gas-pump operator. There were no customers. ~ I
sipped my coffee I began watching the movie and was shocked and
surprised to see it was an old Mickey Rooney/Judy Garland flick. Before I
was finished my first cup, the movie ended, followed by eight minutes of
commercials and an Alberta travelogue.
"Only two hours to go," the waitress said.
"Yeah," said the kid, wearily.
I asked the woman what town we were near. She said Ste. Anne. I was
again shocked and surprised. Anne was the name of Judy Garland in the
movie I'd just dreamt.
::You wouldn't be a Catholic by any chance?" I said.
Yes, as a matter of fact, I am," she said.
"Then maybe you could tell me. Who was Ste. Anne?"
"Uh, I'm not sure." She turned to the kid. "Do you know, Shorty?"
::Yeah," he said. "Ste. Anne was the mother of Mary."
.. Hey, that's pretty good," said the woman.
The mother of the mother of God," I said. "God's Grandma. She sounds
P.retty important."
She sure is," said Shorty.
:en 1_l~ft the restaurant the sun was coming up. I could see, miles across

~ Ce prame, the little town of Ste. Anne with the steeple of Ste. Anne's
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athedral sticking up into the sky like a tiny CN Tower.

~ c~.eck~d my lights. They were working, even the high beams. "Westward
o, I said, to myself, amusingly, and drove off.

Q,.
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Jean-Paul Curtay
ICONIC NOTATION SYSTEM
resonance/modulation
eanitter
excitation

\

impulsion l click~ iteration \II \\\1-:'i~
vibration~ friction=
~ 'i ~
medial frictions -v- v- .::r C7 l\\ .t~ ~
lateral frictions v~~l:,.~~-.....J.t~

-tt.( .

glottis/\ larynx v~fi bulaeU epiglottis
esophagus~? uvulav" soft palate/ soft
palate-hard palate junctionf,-powt bard
pal a te/i\ ant ha.rd pala te/\1 alveolar ri~ge of the teetblv front guaa ~(vp) r-41(~)
lateral gums~\~)
front teeth \f (vr)
6 (~) lateral teeth ~ (v,) ~ c~(\)
back of the tonguel'\ tip of the tongue>
retroflex tongue>? folded tongue .,,y
lips in~ normal lips 5 lips out i
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WHAT IS BODY MUSIC?
To outline the body music concept I could say that it is a music of
noises, usually generated by living organs (human or ani_mal)_ a~d
characterized by psychoacoustic features which are related in priority
by the listener to a living emitter.
.
This definition is particularly useful when the sound 1s produce.d
with the help of a non organic object, mod.ified by electro~aco~st1c
manipulations or even completely synthet1zed by a machine like a
speech machine.
.
.
.
,
As Robert Erickson in Sound structure m music asserts Schw1tters
Ursonata is a true Klangfarbenmelodie I was tempted to define body
music as a music of timbres. But as the timbre is itself defined in
relation to the noises or to the pitches as well this definition can only
lead to more muddle.
Anyway the practically useful description .of .t~e bodily soun~ for the
performer is articulatory. And to be st_ud1ea 1n othe: ways 1t ~eeds
first to be performed. Therefore at this stage the b1omechanics of
sound is more attractive than acoustics or psychoacoustics.

e,

C}Q

Farer the mere sine wave, the better.
The tuning is completely banned .
A new sensitivity can try to grow only in the removal from the overwhelming previous musical universe.
This is not true from a psychological point of view but, from an
aesthetical point of view, it is!
But in the bodily sounds, from an acoustic point of view, the pitch is
not really avoidable and the pitch variation neither.The speech's
intonation is a striking example of pitch variation out of the song
techniques.
Furthermore some asiatic and african languages use three or four
tones or half a dozen stereotyped tone-variations as linguistic signs,
spread in the speech, discriminating a phoneme from another.
These are called tonemes.
I think that intonation and tonemes represent the admissible limit for
the use of pitch and pitch variations in body music. They are somewhat psycho-tones,representative of a tonus,a jamming of energy
on the emitter (glottis in language, other tissue in EVT-extended
vocal techniques) or, on the opposite, representative of a relaxation
state, this in contrast with the intensity which is a force, a release of
energy on the transmitter, the air.
!nstuments are classified in outlet-instruments : larynx, buccal cavity,
nasal cavity and nostrils, esophagus, external auditory duct (where
interesting sounds can be caught by microphone); the out instruments are nails, bones, muscles, skin, hair ; the in-instruments
are joints, heart, blood vessels, gut and lungs.
Some joined instruments are compulsory or not: gas, liquids, solids
microphones, electro-acoustic systems.
These instuments are studied by anatomy, physiology, biophysics,
acoustics which provide us with basic information.
Of COLHSP. many of these instruments have already been stticiied in
relation to their sound production: normal and pathological vocal
tract by researchers in singing, phoneticians, phoniatrists, acousticians,
psycholinguists, engineers in speech synthesis and this with different techniques: laryngoscopy, electromyography, cineradiography, sound spectrography, electrical analogs of the larynx and
vocal tract ... The normal and pathological heart, blood vessels,
lungs and even joints have already been recorded in scientific purposes.
There two main ways to obtain bodily sounds: the first way is to
record them with all possible techniques, in ail possible situ3tions.
That is obligatory for a large number of in-instruments sounds, of
particular outlet-instruments sounds, of patho logical organs
sounds, of sequential complex sounds, which are very difficult to get
under control in a live performance. It is the case too for sounds
emitted by particular emitters as babies or animals .
The second way is to explore systematically techniques for the
control of live performance sounds. This can be achieved by experimental emission of bodily sounds . The researchers in EVT have been
interested in ethnomusicology, particularly in mongolian chant, and
to go further they have proceeded with improvisation.
I think we need to try progressing now more systematically , with
hypothesis and experimentation .
The hypothesis is provided by a generative iconic notation system I
have devised studying articulatory phonetics . A bodily sound unit is
built up by an excitation operated on an emitter - which so is the
organ where the excitating operation occurs- and eventually modified
by a modulation - which alters the excitation - and/or by a resonance
- which does not alter the excitation .
The notations reflect this three-levelled construction: at the basis of
the sign is the symbol of the excitation, in the middle is the iconic
representation of the place where it occurs, at the apex are modulation
and resonance .
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she wantid

AGAIN OBSCURITY & AMBIGUITY

to get rid

Illumination of my fingers placed
on my nerve
your nipple
touches my temple

uv th electrisitee

in her bodee
ther was a p ainful
pees uv coppr
stiking in her
that was connectid
to th terribul

& there is light. I pace
the shifting flagstones in this ex
periment.
Experience leads me to expect.

electrisitee
she wantid it
all remoovd

A temple is a place
to worship

nowun undrstood

what to dew
abt i t

of prayer for light to enter
a window
a brain
to ease aching knees.
I am saying
I cant either escape the rime, it follows
as it follows me, I place
your breast
against my head
& listen:

now she drinks
a lot n dusint
talk UV it
aneemor

It is light.
SONGBIRD

I heard your tune
on the radio this morning.

I knew the you you were trilling
was me, dont think I dont know your
secret call, forest cutie.
You know what I did?
I switcht the dial to CBC
to get the farm market report.
Keep on singing, birdy,
someone out there will fancy
you're laying out your heart for him.
I'll be listening hard,
taking notes on the latest quotations
on farm-fresh turkeys.

-George Bowering-
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Robert Kroetsch

Clark Blaise

ELECTRONICS AND PUBLISHING

THE HUMAN SYNTHESIZER

I think the Coach House is maybe the most advanced press in the country
... they sense that the book is a reading experience and they're aware of
the bookness of a book.
I think in the past a lot of bookreading was based on the notion of book
as a natural thing. Then we started seeing what an incredibly artificial thing
a book is, so we began to exploit that notion.
I believe that print robbed us of versions, because in the old tradition, I
would tell it, you would tell it, and then we'd get different versions which are
really part of a larger text. I think that was a loss, and I think the Coach
House experiment with manuscript edition series is giving us versions of
texts again, and they're really going to be fun to read side by side.
I think what really intrigues me is a thing I would call the principles of
closure; we had so many tight principles of closure, say a sonnet, not just
because it has fourteen lines, but because the whole structure of a sonnet
closes, and we have so many other systems that are end-oriented that we
almost lost process getting to that end. But what's happening with guys
like us, I think, is we're rejecting those principles of closure, the
consequences are incredible. Its easy for me with my long poem, and
when I either go blank or die or whatever, its over. But what about a novel?
Where it does have to come out say in 380 pages cause that's
economically the most viable size. Very interesting questions can be
raised.
With a novel, the characters die or walk off into the sunset, or they find, or
decide not to find whatever it was they were looking for. It's very traditional,
there's a real grammar to novels when you start looking at the whole
theory, and obviously, the death of the hero is some natural way to end
your story. The novel started killing heroes, not because the hero was
supposed to die, but because the form made him die. Or get married.
Again there's a beginning to an end, only this time a happier end.
When I was writing What The Crow Said, I was travelling all over the west, I
was a writer in residence for a couple of years, and often I was just trying to
figger out where the hell I was at. I made notes, and I was talking to
Melnick one day, and he said, "Gee, that'd be interesting to publish,
y'know I'm both a good and a terribly bad note taker because often you
can just use three or four words to trigger things in your head, and its like
code to a reader. It can't be decoded. The problem is to give the reader
enough but not too much, but, I think sometimes you can lose the code
yourself. Sometimes you think, "I can never forget this" you think you've
had some major experience but often later some peripheral thing you saw
in the comer of your eye is what finally becomes important to you as a
writer. You know, you misjudge, because we have models in our heads of
what's important. The idea of memory is absolutely fascinating, and with all
this electronic machinery coming into memory its one of the areas I find
most intriguing.

You have a lot of writers of modern prose who deploy their art in ways that
are deceptive ... Borges; reading like an academic essay, his fictions that
seem to be nothing more than quasi-literary criticisms. There are many
people who cast their work in a certain kind of voice, I don't see myself as
being journalistic in any way, I don't see language as being that matter of
fact, but it's the deployment that is the trick. It's that of autobiography, at
least in the works so far it all sounds as though I'm telling my own life story,
and I'm telling you in the first person things that are close enough to my
known autobiography where you are forced to believe that it happened.
Now, none of it happened, but that is my trick, and that's why I said in the
beginning of Lunar Attractions this is in the mode of autobiography, but
this is a life that was never lived, therefore if you buy it or can read it as
autobiography, then perhaps I've won the right to a certain kind of easy
acceptance, that is, I've forced you to come to it on my terms. and that's
artistry, all writers employ some particular trick to get you and to keep you.
The artist is here to tell stories, and when I say stories, he's there to make
that particular kind of sense, that only the gifted synthesizers can make,
and whatever his medium, he is, I think, a synthesizer, he is the sane
madman if you wish, he is the person who shares his visions, he is mad but
he has learned to articulate, he has learned to control his schizophrenia,
his paranoia or whatever it may be in such a way that may give voice. It's
one thing to be a literary critic its one thing to be a political columnist, its
one thing to be an investigative reporter, one thing to be a medical
researcher, these are all people who are synthesizers, and I have nothing
but respect for them, if we're talking about artists then we're talking about
people who can recognize and employ extreme situations, and they
define areas that we had considered outside the realm of art or outside
the realm of human discourse or outside the realm of the believable or
outside the realm of the tolerable. We build on what the previous
generation thought to be the limits, the role of the artist is to be a
synthesizer of all the tendencies that he sees about him, to make sense of
his own life, to project onto the canvas of his times what his life has dealt
him, and certainly when I say his life I also mean what his imagination is
capable of extracting from his life, I'm talking about serious artists I'm not
talking about people who are story tellers, who are s.imply repeating
situations that we have heard from them or heard from other people, I'm
talking about people who are synthesizing and thus transforming, and
distorting, re-forming, very special situations, very special events, they're
doing something with language that makes these events immediately
alive, they're not doing it in a language that is already less interesting than
the event itself, they are doing it in a language that is more interesting than
the event itself.
At any given instant in a novel that's well conceived you can take any
sentence out and see that it is part of the same metaphor, just as certainly
as if you draw blood from the body you can tell everything that is
happening in that body. The reason why any kind of prose stands the test
of. repeated writings is that it has forced itself self consciously into the artist's
mind, as being essential, otherwise you wouldn't go through a text twenty
or thirty times to get every word right. The reason why its right is because its
shown itself to be appropriate, its shown itself in some mysterious way that
You really can't fully define to be absolutely necessary to an overall design.

The more I write the more I take chances, damned important. just like
today, we might say something, and you take one sentence home and it
really changes you. That is just a pure accident of our being here.
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Piotr Kowalski
SYSTEME DE SYMETRIE D'UN CUBE
NEON ET PLEXIGLAS

·Peter Gnass
"seven separate red neon tubes spread over 2 floors make up
the clean polygon shape from one angle only."
- Bruxelles: Trans-Art-Express Exhibition/1981 -

galerie eric fabre , rue du pont de lodi 75006 paris tel. 325 42 63
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AUDIO ARTS

ZG MAGAZINE EDITOR

Talking with William Furlong

Rosetta Brooks Interview

For a number of years now William Furlong has been regularly publisning an audio.
magazine on cassette tape. We spoke with. Furlong at his Cl~pham _CC?mmon
Studios concerning the unique nature of this form of electronic publishing.

"The picture projected by Orwell and others in fiction of a future totalitarianism is
characterised by unification and the emergence of a single voice.
New music seems to affirm the autonomous falsity of the "Public Image" in the adoption of
images of corporate control, manipulation and repression ."
- Rosetta Brooks/ZG 1981
Due to the electronic revolution in communications, the accessibility of pop music has
increased algebraicly. In the following interview, Rosetta Brooks discusses the cultural
impact of new music, and ZG magazine 's role in documenting that impact.

What was your motivation for starting ZG magazine?

There has been a tremendous cultural backlash in England in the
past 2-3 years. It has been made visual by rock groups such as the
skinheads and the sex pistols ... at ZG we wanted to present a
diverse statement. Facism for example, has come to mean
something quite different to young people in England. They are
picking up on facist symbols without actually knowing what facism
means. Facist insignia could be seen as a seal of autonomy by
young people and artists and other minority social groups.
I've been doing some reading on "automania" by Deleuze and
Guattari (Anti-Oedipus). It seems we are witnessing a form of
anarchism. A statement I found important was about how we come
to desire our own repression ... ZG presents a string of arguments
surrounding this idea, thereby bringing us to a whole new outlook
on what facism means.
What kind of material do you search for when seeking work for Audio Arts?

In a recent issue, I was taking the temperature of the artistic community in N.Y.
Talking to people about attitudes, pre-occupations, primary concerns. I talked to
people like Les Levine and to Galleries and Critics like Ingrid Sichy of Artforum to
get a first hand account of concerns in N.Y. at that time.
One of my main thesis is that through speech a great deal of revelation comes
through rather than the kind of post-analysis you often see in newspaper reviews for
example. My approach short-circuits the filtered responses that you get through
critics and so on. I get a direct response, a one to one reaction, like reacting to an
electric shock, spontaneous ... If you listen to the tapes, you get a vivid image of
what's going on, its very direct.
What other issues have you worked on recently?

One was "dialogues with Ian Breakwell". It consisted of texts that played on irony
and language and perception which threw up other layers of irony when
juxtaposed with his written texts.
Then there was Weiner's tape which had to do with his written texts ... it was an
extension of his texts into spoken language, shifting from the visual to the auditory,
·
picking up potentialities such as deduction and reduction through active
discussion of what happened in his wall texts.
So are you dealing mostly with interview situations and translating existing visual
works into audio works, a kind of documentary approach?

No, there's a lot of other things. For example approximating a physical space by
making available an audio space, so I'm also interested in artists using sound as a
primary form of expression ... Bruce McLean for example, he's made a lot of
performances, but he has also worked in sound. So I've devised an audio
equivalent of his performances. Diteroth is another. Each day he sends me an
audiotape with 5 polaroids. The tape is him learning to play the harmonica, the
images are of many things, his sound equipment for example. It traces the course
of a year's work. The "Visual Arts in Two Hamlets" tape is a journalistic work on the
group's activities. On site reporting of artists working in a traditionally poor section
of London. Developing special and very different approaches, street painting or
mural works for example, that reflect that part of London. The tape is basically
about their talking about their work.
Are you interested in unsolicited material?

Part of the process and innovation in the concept of electronic publishing involves
receiving tapes on cassette. The recording of important oral events as well as tapes
that have been used as a creative productive medium. I didn't start out doing this.
I started out making an audio magazine, but now I have a huge archive of
solicited and unsolicited material.
How many issues have you produced to date?

I've produced about 60 issues. I established the magazine in 1973. Each tape/issue
ranges from 10 minutes to 120 minutes. The Standard is about 90 minutes. Each
tape is accompanied with extensive notes on the material in a folded card inside
a plastic cover. The economics are very interesting ... an hour of speech on a
cassette would generate 30 pages of typescript.
How many copies do you produce per issue?

I duplicate the masters according to demand. I have a recording of Duchamp for
example, and its that wit and timing that will always make that tape important and
of interest. James Joyce, Wyndham Lewis, the futurist noise machine recorded in
1921 which came from the original tape from an Italian archive of Antonio Rosselo
brother of Luigi. They cost on average of 4 pounds. As an extension of the audio
tapes I sometimes make slide shows linked directly to the audio tapes. They were
prepared for audiences in say, galleries or for example the Kitchen in N.Y.
In the past my production has sometimes been spasmodic, but now I'm
regularising it to 6 a year. One of the more interesting recent issues is called Body
Music. It has to do with this French guy who bases his notational range on the
vocal cords and the body. The tapes include a wide variety of texts, soundworks,
documentations, discussion, original works, experimental sounds, conversations
and so on. Its a means of gathering direct, first-hand information.
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So you see politics becoming an aesthetic?

Yes, we've gone beyond left and right wing politics to a postpolitical phase, a post-consumer society.
What about your views on sexuality? Where do they fit in with this
new aesthetic?

The second issue of ZG was on sado-masochism. Everyone thinks of
it as repression ... sex taken to its greatest extremes, but then we
had people talking about the freedom they got from S & M
relationships, and how S & M relationships tended to dissolve
existing power relationships.
What kind of an audience are you reaching for?

Virgin Records is one of our biggest outlets, so a lot of our
customers must be young kids into rock and roll. A lot of our
audience consists of artists and young intellectuals. We've had a lot
of people attack us because we are too open, but we feel that its
important for us to keep vulnerable. We get people from young kids
on the street to 60 year old professors reading ZG.
What sort of a social context were you dealing with when you first
started ZG?

'!'e

felt that there was no longer a mainstream culture (this might be
Just an English or European thing), culture was fracturing into
ghetto's ... art and fashion ... fashion and music ... film and
music ... a fragmentation of culture, so that was what we were
trying to encompass. For example, people like Laurie Anderson
who was on our top-pop list for her hit "Oh, Superman".
While in North America she is perhaps better known for her work as

a performance artist rather than a rock star.
Yes, we also are starting to distribute audio cassettes of English
bands that aren't getting enough recognition.
So you appear on the scene during a time when there doesn't seem
to ?e any mainstream culture, but if we consider something like the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, then couldn't one argue that the
mere presence of ZG simply redefines mainstream?

I think it would be very good if you could say that ... if you could
use that criticism against us, its true that we're introducing new
cult~re, but I don't think that we're that influential yet. The gap we fill,
we fill by simply putting information and ideas into circulation that
normally wouldn't get out there. In effect, ZG mirrors dominant
economic and ideological developments as they evolve out of our
Present-day technology.

ZG THE MAGAZINE
Gallery House Press, 23 Montrell
Road, London S.W.2.
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INTERVIEW WITH

Cut Throat productions was formed sevt:ral years ago, l record and perform
everything myself so the actual development of material is a little bit longer than it
is with a regular band, once a piece is conceptualised then its a matter of
cleaning it up honing it up, working it into a really good piece of music, it can take
months for a song to actually evolve into its final stage.

Nash the Slash
Dissolving multiple slide projections utilising hl!ge discs, ~he
stage and Nash's body as screens combined with e~c~ntnc
electric audio works offer a unique and neo-surrea/Jst,c
insight into life on the edge.

I'm in a funny position, because its very hard to say, out of my own mouth, how
clever I am, but it is true that there's nobody else around doing what I'm doing, I've
thought about it and thought, why isn 't there some clone say maybe in Germany
doing something similar and he doesn't know I exist and I don't know he exists, but
there isn't, I know, because I've met numerous Europeans who rant and rave about
what I do and Americans the same, so I must be alone on this planet, (I've always
been a violinist and a mandolin player), I never learned to play guitar, in other
words I've never gone any conventional route, and I've adapted my instruments
and my knowledge of what I do into a form of music that no other conventional
musician would bother getting into, for me there's never been a normal (quote
unquote) situation, so I've always found myself, I'm not trying to think ahead of
anybody else, five years ago I didn't think, 'this is going to be big in the 1980s,
there's nothing that crass about it, its just what I want to do, if I'd have never made
a penny from it, it would've never made any real difference.
Its so funny, you know I'm Canadian born and bred and I like Canada, as far as
attitude goes I think Canadian attitude is better than American attitude, but boy,
the money's in the states, the fact is I've been working my ass off for years and I'm
only too glad to take the money and run, I mean somebody's gotta respect me for
what I do, its not just a matter of paying me, that's another thing, but respect me
and pay me well for that, its a mutual kind of thing, I mean I've already lost a small
portion of my Toronto audience because I've (quote unquote) sold out, I mean
too many geeks on the street know who I am so its no longer snobbish enough for
the higher echelon, the clique-ee set to be Nash fans, some twit from Scarberia is a
Nash fan, so its uncool now, those kind of people you lose all the time.
On a purely artistic level, a lot of what rock and roll is about is not artistic, its totally
money, and I think that I've spent too damn long just being an artsy fartsy fool of
my own styling, I don't seem really happy, I could put out commercial music for
years and make a killing at it, but at the same time I'll always be putting out film
sound tracks and really odd things, what you hear live on stage is rock and roll by
my own definition, its got vocals, its got verse chorus solo, verse chorus ending, and
I sit at home and I experiment with the most bizarre things, I've got tons of it, and
every time I put it on vinyl, and this applies to any artist, if its a painter a sculptor a
video artist a film maker, a musician it doesn't matter, if you have your product, the
one you've created your art form, sitting on a shelf somewhere in a back room, its
no good, once you put it into a commercial form, with music its once you put it on
vinyl, I can play my tapes of experimental music to tons of people and they go
yippeeshit, if I put it on vinyl, all of a sudden wow that's arts y'see, so if you can put
your work in a form where other people can see it criticise it and accept it or reject
it, and also put a price tag on it, the price tag is very important; the minute you put
a price on something you've got a commodity, and that doesn't mean its still not
art, as far as I'm concerned that is what all artists should work at. It's a very
important thing to make something sell if only because its very important to make
the plebes of the world aware of these things, the audience is the key thing. I know
a lot of artists that are not hip to the audience, but if they like you, then from their
own critical point of view you're somebody special. The key thing is to get people's
reactions.
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fabulous biography of Louis Bunuel and Bunuel is qu<?ted in his b1og_rap Y w en
and Dali made this film and started to play around with these crazy images ~s
saying 'we pissed ourselves with laughter when we thoug~t ~bout how t~:t~ iut
d '
d was going to respond to it'. Because they did 1t as a comp

~~'Z~

~~w~r~~i~.

i

~f~~~~e!~~~~~~~~ ~~dy~~r~h~f~

like, how silly can you be, tlet's. go
people sit back and say 'oh its a mas erp1ece,
now its been analysed to d~th, and there's nothing there other than ~hat you
want to make of it, 1 enjoy it on an intellectu?l level and also because
so
o
ludicrous and that applies to what I do, I think you can analyse what
intellectu~lly, but you can also sit back and have a great hoot.

t~

When I was on tour with Gary Numan in the U.S., I was so surprised th~t there w~~ent
so man people into electronic music, of course Gary Num~:m has se a prece
'

he's theyguy that's gone out there and put his neck an the line, I cauldn t_ h~ve
asked for O better audience because these were people that were really 1n une
with electronic stuff, and to have someone li.ke myself as a wa: u~ at, th:aterial
responded fantastically and this is from audiences that never ear o my
and probably never heard of my name.
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ON LOCATION

A MODERN PARABLE

Interview with Andrew Patterson

Talking with Richard Strange

The piece I'm working on at the moment is a P<?litical fantasy entitled "The
Phenomenal Rise of Richard Strange". Its a musical performance
.
presenting ideas in the most accessible yet modern way I could fi~~ which
was a tape recorder with pre-recorded tapes and one. or. two 01us1c1ans.
The narrative of the show is concerned with an entertainer d~nng the next
30 years in a Europe that has b~~ome u.~ited. He presents himself as the
only viable alternative to the ex1st1ng political leaders. H~ ~as been.
massively successful as an entertainer and he ~nters ~oht1c~ as a kind of
academic exercise. Using his art, he tries out ~1s theories of 1ma~e
projection , transcending language by presenting~ glamorous ima~.e. and
so on. Because he is glamorous and bec~use he 1~ seen as a stab1hz!ng
force in a Europe that is struggling for continued unity, the people believe
in him. He knows his media (radio, television , the music industrx and so
on), and media & business go hand in hand as you know. He 1s seen as a
messiah .
But the whole thing goes rather badly because he develo~s a sense of
responsibility, not to the media/business people ~ho put him there, but to
the people who naively believed in him as a Saviour. H~ starts. by
dismantling the work ethic and giving people back their free time. Out ,
goes the morality of the work ethic, after all, why ~epress techno.logy .weve
already got just because we believe that we. retain our hu.man 1dent1ty and
dignity by going to work. At ~his point he behe~es that he 1s ,the only
genuine choice for the public because he believes that ~e ~ resolved all
his ego problems during his show busine.ss career a~~ his r.1se to power
which in fact has opened him up to all kinds of fasc1st1c attitudes. For
example he sees that everybody in Europe watches T.V. and becausE: ~e
wants to give everybody back their time, he says, "OK, No more TeleV1s1on!,
instead, Cabaret Clubs where everybody participates!" At this P<;>i~t a .
movie scenario takes over. The president (as he is now called), 1s 1~ his
office surrounded by banks of hundreds of video display scrE:ens with the
names of cities over them, and he is benevolently and seemingly . .
disinterestedly monitoring the various cities. After a while we start ~otic1ng
that the images from Manchester say, are the same as the ones in
Munich. Government appointees and Cabaret goers have become not
only similar, but identical! The people have all gone home and the
government hos begun producing Vid~o Cabaret T.V. shows. The clubs
hove become thematic instant nostalgia clubs and people no longer
know what's being revived. Places like the hairdresser's apprentic.e club.
There are no mirrors in the place except pocket hand mirrors which you
hove to show like an identity card in order to get into the clu~. And . .
everybody sits around under giant 1950's chrome-plated replica ha1rdners
and drinks alcohol out of different types of shampoo bottles, but nobody
knows why they're doing this. Is the ultimate in chic fashion and .they all
pose under their giant electric hairdriers without ever really knowing why· ··
- London 1981 -

! really 1ove recording, music .. . b~t there's some other things I want to get
into ~01ng, I am .really obsessed with location definition; like make a video
tape_1_n your basic motel where the guy just shaves, with a phillips electric,
a ph1l1shave, you transfer that to reel to reel half-inch, and then mix it in
some places, and then that is an instrument, put it through the board and
then put a flonger on it or something.
'
I don:t really c<?nside~ mys~lf to be so much of a musician, although I do
practise my gu1t~:n quite seriously, look for sounds, I suppose I get better at
it, though when 1t comes down to it, I write, and then I have to fit some
performance in~o it,_I like _s ound , and I like visuals with it, I did this thing
once where I d~d t~1s environmental video tape, put a score on it and then
pertorm_e d aga1.nst 1t, ma~e phone calls, read out a letter in progress, once
in a while P.ract1ce my guitar, the piece ended with me trying to break the
telepho_ne, _it us~d the c_ommonplace of a long distance relationship, and
~arano1a, ll~e w1re-~app1ng , mail interference, the RCMP, haha! that's why
Im not getting m~::111!, I should've known it; paranoia , I was going to dub in
a tape on to~ of 1t, .1ve been quoted as saying I won 't go north of College
Street unle~s .1m P?ld , propag_anda, I like to put things on the table,
blatant opinions, Im not that interested in persuasion , I'm very interested in
pop culture as a way of manipulating culture, suppose Bowie was an
a~ent for zero popu~ation growth or something, people would emulate
him, a~d become either gay or else, become so narcissistic so that they
couldn t procreat~, ~ashion and puritism interests, like the idea that
somebody d<?esn t hke sex because they're afraid to take their clothes off
cause they think _they'll look different and its only with those clothes on th~t
they _look 1nterest1ng, I don 't have a tely, if I did I'd be hopeless, I've been
~ork1ng <;:>n a s~per 8 with a friend lately; she likes country and western, he
likes David Bowie, Ronald Reagan wins the election so they decide to go
Japanese, ~u~er 8 keeps me busy, it also keeps me working on a location.
Food;, I ~on t like food much , it doesn't look good, I like some of the
world s sickest roods.' I ~ike stuff like lime sorbet, I like anything citrus, I
con~ess _that I hke drinking a lot of things most people would not touch, I
wont d_n~k bloody mary's cause I don't like tomato anything, screwdrivers,
I can kill 1n a minute, couple weeks ago there was a party on location me
an~ Shelagh, I swear I killed twelve grasshoppers, creme de menthe I l~ve
I drink a lot of tea, I tend to wake up in the morning drink at least two cup~
~f te~, ~~en ! take a shower while I have the juke box on, a seaburg, the
_ack s J1mm1ed so you don't have to put money in it, you can only play
singles and you can only play the one's with the big holes in them you
can't ~lay english. singles and James Brown. I have to get out of h~re,
sometimes I feel l~ke I should overcome this paranoic fear of ordinary
~ople,_pretend Im normal for maybe two months, work in a warehouse,
?n t dn~k so I can save my money, these people who aren't concerned
with_~urning a profit with their music or art in any form are in more of a
Pos1t1on to make the art they really want to make, if I borrow money to
~ake a rec?rd and they soy on condition that this one song is on ... 1
ean I can t even get money together to put out a good poster, you
~otta ~ave a poster to let people know a thing is on, and then you just
i me~r _it all over th~ plac~. Canada is uugh I hate it, Canada is like
t~fenonty, ~anada 1s afraid of Bravado, I like pretentious people because
they put things on the floor, and you can think about 'em , which is more
t ~n I can say for people who just don't do it, I hate to say it but the one
hhing that makes m~ stand out from the run of the mill is the fact that 1
ave ~u.ch <? pret.ent,ous fucked up personality, and I don't mind
0
dd~e_rt1s1ng 1t, I think I ca~ play the part quite well sometimes, I think I'm
befin,tely capable of saying something stupid like, 'white people should all
e ~omosexuals so that they can't reproduce' and say it with a pretty
straight face cause I half believe it, people don't realize that the
~r~onali~ies a.re ~hat make the pr<?duct, really I'm a bit of a sophist, I like
hdiscuss,on , Id like to do cult movies, at one time I couldn't decide
~ ether 1.w<?n_ted to be an actor or a musician, all I'm gonna say is that
ck r;nus1c 1s Just a C<?rr~pt thing, because it fuels corrupt LA rock herds,
0 nd I m gonna go religious and go play jazz.
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NOCTILUCENT CLOUDS

Talking with Jim Montgomery

By Chris Devonshire

OF THE CANADIAN ELECTRONIC ENSEMBLE

"I haven't been trained in either electronics or in formal
music. My realm is sound. This includes all forms of
traditional music and beyond into the extremes of volume,
timbre, space, time etc. I find electronics highly useful in the
exploration of these far ranging areas."
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entire ionosphere , despi t e its huge size, contains only 0 . 001 p e r cent by weight of the atmosphe:
st1 passa.rdxa aq ut10 (X)J • a.rn:reu u1 punoJ suo1:punJ 01po1.rad a1n tf+"J:i·\ '.ra 11.a1.\0H • wi1.omiun aq 1ui
that "temperature" has little practical meaning . No stationary object within this laye r c ould
(X)J .roJ uo1ssa.rdxa reonmuaq:i.etu at{+ A"'(1e.rauaD • (x)J=A s1 :i.u1od t = +t1 a 11..rno aq:i. JO a:prn,:p.i:
absorb much heat from the rar efied air. Auroras flicker in the ionosphere and near its bottom
al[+ snt[J, • a1qe1.rt111. :i.uapuadapu1 :i.e1n JO uo1:i.ounJ e :i.uasaJda.r 11"J:IA ' e:i.ep a saq :i. wo.r J pa '.no;.
float the noctilucent (literally "night- shining") clouds whi c h some t imes may be seen glimeri ng a:
aA.rl'l:> e .ro ' t1:i.ep asaq:i. ptre ~ aru1+ al[+ ..(11ensn ' a1qe1.reA :i.uapuadapu1 aq:i. JO san1t1A aA1 s sa:m,
da vm or dusk. Som e meteorologists think these clouds consist of crystals of ice formed on t iny
Jo .raqumu E' +e paJnst1aw aq u-eo suo1:i.oru t[OnS • .ra:i.oe.re1.p u1 01poT.rad aq £t1w '• o:i.a suo1 :i. ow au·ppr.
particles of dust from space . Noctilucent clouds, vrhich have been observed with v arying regular:
'sa p1:i. • s:i.uaJJn:> :i1.r:i.oa1a ~u1:i.euJa+re • sa11.uh1 punos se qons ' uuaruouaqd 1eo1s..(4d AUtlf'I •1_w·nc1
sinc e at least 1885, must be associated \'/ith very low temperatures if they are composed of ice ,
A.Ie+au-e1d JO sMe1 aq:i. JO A.ra11.oos1p STl.l tf+ ~.1 so1+E'V1aq:i.ew JO eJa 1.1au e pauado Ja1da}i ' 01 s nm p,1\
particles . in spite of considerable effort in recent years to establish by dir·ect sampling froo
A.I+aruoa!I '01:i.aurq:nJ-e UT Auou;.r-eq 01st1q t1 .roJ :i.sanb a4:i ..(a_ pa:iu1mrns • uoT+E'+Ou 1-eoTsnw JO swJ,.
roc kets \'/hethe r they are ice or dust particles, no definite conclusion has as yet been reache~ .
UT :iau-e,:d A.I6JI.G JO uo1:iow atp +uasaJdaJ O'.\ a,:q1ssod s-e:.1 +1 +"!?t.{+ pa Aa·naq ' s-e.ro~-et{+Ad JO .. sa.raq:,
They are, however , usually if not alr,~s observed at high latitud es in summer at about 80 km whc:
01.l+ JO 01sm1 11 au:+ asuas ,:t10Ts..(qa t1 '11 .'.ilUT+daooE' :i.ou a11q1., ' Ja1da;j • sa-i:+ 1=s.ra.r.1un u-e11-en ad
the temperatures a r e at their lowest an::l the condi tio:is most fav ourable for the forma t ion of ice
u1 A1.re1no·qJed 'S u1u.r-ea1 Jo sa.r+uao at{+ UT teA1Aa.r '2 Slu-i:..<:orua se1.\ q o1 u:1.\ ' s-e.ro~et.{+Ad JO U1s1:inst
clouds . !octiluccnt clouds are also of considerable interest in other connections eg . wave moti,
.:nq l('.J.11.\ ponq!'JT s-e,., sa1.rn+uoo v.:i.uaa:i.ua.r.as pue inuaa:i.x-i:s aq:i u1 Ja1da~; sauu-ei.£or ' .ra:zr auo.r:i.se -reai
extra- terrestrial dus t, ator.iic bomb fallout , e tc . The lettered layers (eg. F- layer) are zones
att,L • spJpn - 01.q paon::ia.r uou:;,, l!+ JTJ s:i 1 pu-e 'J ,:-e1 - auo riaonpaJ s-e1.1 q1-5Ju.:i1 aq:i ua4,\1 aAtl+OCJ s+ 1 OF
v,here air parti cles have been ionized by solar radiation . They are i!iportant to nan because the;
pa1.raAuOo 8Ea uo1sue1- pax1J JO 3uTJ+s a Aq pa :i npo.rd a:iou 1vo1sn~ :::>t(+ +e t(+ ~au~ ~q ' a1dme xa ~
reflect certain radio :-,aves back to earth , naking short- v,ave reception possible . Last co ~1e s the
• uo-i:+on,iap put1 uoi:+vA.rasqo uoa:r !./+ 11,\ !)8111'2 SUI,\ '.JS10T+SA•1 s1:i.; :inq '. s.raq1;mu Jo .ra1.\0d sno,:no11J:
exosnhere , 1·1 here the atr.1osphere gradually thins to almost nothinR . It con t ains a huge r adia tion
-a'-!+ ..;1 +UBJoqu1 sv,:. AUo•uuq JO aouossa O(i'.\ 1mn 1l.[:ilne1 suJo.,,-et{ +Ad ' :) • ::r A.In+uao q:ix1s a1n ;
band ( the raa Gneto sph e re) and is believed to extend to 40 , 000 miles .
0

• sa11m ooo ' OIJ o:i pua:i.xa O+ pa Aa11aq sr ptre ( aJeqdso+au9ew aq+) p:
In the sixth century r:. c. , Pytha~oras laug ht that the essence of harr.,ony ·:,as in l,cren t i :-? the ..
uo1+-e1p-eJ a!lnq e su1-e:i.uoo + I • .au·pnou :isom"[(? o:i SUTtf+ At1-enp-e.r2 a.raqdsot'J+U aq+ aJat.{I,\ ' a.ra4asc
mi raculous po\·1er of nur.ibers ; but his r,y sticisr; was allied \'lith 1:ecn o bse rvation and deduction:.
aq:i satt:00 +Sl?'I • a1q1ssod uo1:i.daoa.r aA-e1A - +Jo 4s !lUTJfen ' t{+.Iea O+ :,;o-eq sa.r.-e::, 01pE.r UT"!?+Ja:> pal;
For example , he kne~ t hat the LlUsical note nroduced by a strinc of fixe d te~sion wac convert~
Aatn asneoaq um:: o:i :iue+.rocit..q: a.re Ka4.r, • uoi::iu1p-e.r .re1os F-q_ paz1uo1 uaaq oA-el.i sa1::i1:i.rt1d JTE' aJ!'
into its octave ,,ilen the length ,·,as reduceci one- ha lf , and its fifti1 1·,hen reduced tv,o- thircis . :
sauoz · a.re (.raAet - .-r • 2a) sJe..(-e,: pa.ra:i.:i.a1 a4,1 • o+a ' +no11-eJ qwoq 01uo+e '+snp 1"2TJ+sa.r.ra+ -Tl;~
e;reat astroneme r , Johannes ,:enler in the sixteenth anci seventeenth ce nturies \'/as ir«bued 1·1 it h t
suoi::i.ow a11.t11A • '.i/a suo1:i:iauuoo .r~l{+O u1 :isa.ra:iu1 a1qt1.rap1suoo JO os1-e a.rn spno10 :iuoon11:ioo H •spnc
rnysticisr;i of Pythagoras , \"/hich \"las enjoyint; a revival in the centres of learning , particularlJ.
ao1 JO uo1:i.-emJOJ a11+ JOJ a1qeJno11.-eJ :i.sow si.:01+ 1puoo 8l{+ r,u-e :isatA0 1 ,:qa1n +t1 a.r-e saJn+t1JadUJa'.+'
the Italian universities . !o'.epler , l'lhile not accepting ir. a physic al sense the " music of the l
uaqA\ w,i og +noq-e +t1 .rawmns u1 sapn+1+-e1·4'.!J14 1-e pa.r..rasqo sJ.:-e1.\"["e :iou JT A11Bnsn ' JaAa,.,oq ' a.r-e '
spheres" of Pythagoras , believed that it r:as possible to represe nt the motion of e very planet.
• paqoe aJ uaaq +aA s-e seq uo1sn1:iuoo a:i1u1Jap ou ' sa101:+.red :i.sn p JO ao1 aJ-e Aatn Ja11:i.:iu:1,, S'.+aY,
terms of musical notation . Stimulated by the quest for a basic har~1ony in arithmetic , geo!'letrY
mo.rJ ~u1,:dures 'lOa..r1p Act qs11qe:i.sa o:i sJ-ea..<: +uaoaJ UT +.IOJJB a1qeJap1suoo JO a:i1ds u1 • sa1:i11•
and music , Kepler opened a new era of ma t he ma tics vii th his discov ery of the laws of planetary
ao1 Jo pasodwoo a.re ..(aq+ J1 saJn'.fl?Jadwa:i. 1.-.01 ..(.raA t.{+~A pa:i-ei:ooss-e aq +Snlil ' ~99L +sea1 +B a,.
motion . f.jany physical phenomena , such as sound waves , alternating electric currents , tides ,
A+ 1J-e1n!la.r ~U"J:.A.TeA ll+ "J:IA pa.r..rasqo uaaq a.r.-eq qo1q1A ' spno10 :i.ue::in11:i.00 H • aoeds l!.IO.IJ :isnp JO sapn
mac hine mo tions etc ., may be periodic in chara cter. Such motions can be measured at a number o:
AU1+ uo pawJOJ ao1 JO sre:i.s..(.ro JO +s1suoo spno10 asaq:i }{UTl.l '.\ s:is1~010.roa1-aw awos •,isnp .ro w
s ucc essiv e v alues of the i ndependent variable , usually the time ; and these data , or a curve .
+e ~u1.r aw11'.B uaas aq Aem saw1+awos q o1q111 spno1:i ( 11 '.ilu1u1qs - :it.t~1u 11 A1"["eJ8 +11) :i. uaon11 :i.:i ou at.{+ '.+g·
pl otte d fro m these da t a , will rep r esent a function of that independent variable . Thus the
mo :i :i.oq s:i- 1 .r-e au ptre a.raqdsouo1 at.t+ u1 Ja}{011J st1.ro.rnv •.rT"l? pa1JaJt1.r at.t+ WOJJ :it1aq qonw qJ~
ord i nat e of t he curve a t any poin t is y=f(x) . Generally the ma thema t ical expression for f(x)
p "'(nOO JaAe1 S1 t.{ + UTt{ +"J:IA pa ~qo ..(J-euo1:i.-e:i. s ON · ~u1u-eaw "["e'.lT '.J. Ot!J d 81++11 s-eq 11 a.rn:i.-e.radrua+11 1
will b e unknown . Howev er , vii t h t he periodi c functions fo und in nat ure , f(x) can be expressed a:
(a.rat.tdsom:i.t1 at.t+ JO +l.l:3Ta1A Aq 1- ua o .rad too · o ..(1uo SUT"l?+uoo ' az1s a'.Bnq S+T a:i.1dsap ' aJ aqd souo1 aJ1·

The Canadian Electronic Ensemble played in the first Electronic Music Festival. We were
producing music that was basically analogue synthesis in a collective compositional
environment; David Jaeger, David Grimes, Larry Lake and myself. Our first performance took
place in 1971 , we did some things as separate duets previous to that time. The first time we
played together on a large scale was the second season of the New Music Concerts. which
was the first time the New Music series featured electronic music. It took place in the Edward
Johnson building .
Richard Teitlebaum was involved in the first electronic festival , there was a group called
Waveband which I don't think exists as a group anymore. although people who were
involved with that are still active on the scene, there was always some representation from
outside of Toronto, Al Mattes has always been careful to include people from other centres in
Canada and the States, David Rosenboom.
The Canadian Electronic Ensemble is very much a collective; there are four very definite
compositional personalities and four definite performance personalities, and over the period
of ten years the group has evolved rapidly in a number of different directions. Right now we
have a developmental series in Toronto, where we have a series of three concerts a year and
one major music/ theatre event a year. This year they're taking place at Comus music theatre.
The name is kind of interesting in itself, its a Masque by John Milton, its one of the first
examples in the English language of music, dance and what we would normally call theatre,
all in one piece. The name of the Masque was Comus, which co-incidentally was also the
name of the son of Circe.
The current state of the ensemble is concerned with trying to satisfy the needs of four very
distinct personalities and still try to keep what we see as a very important value of collective
activity. Among the individuals there are people concerned with ways in which form actually
becomes content and content becomes form. I'm very much concerned with socio-political
implications of music. The piece that I'm currently working on is called "Prole", its based on
ideas presented by George Orwell and other people; "Prole" if you remember 1984 is the term
used to describe the Lumpenproletariat. This piece is my first overt attempt to come to grips
with what I think are the responsibilities of a creative artist in this particular society.
When I was first introduced to electronic music it was on some of the instruments that Huch
LeCaine had designed. I was a student at the University of Toronto. and he came basically
soliciting ideas in terms of what people wanted concerning using the equipment, what kind
of direction they wanted the development of the field to go in. He's the kind of guy that's
almost impossible to describe in five minutes. He holds patents in significant developments of
radar and sonar. electronic signal processing. He was a renaissance man in the best sense
of the word . Really a staggering personality, in fact the more I find out about him the more
I'm amazed. I think the fact that so few people know about him can be attributed to
Canadian deference. It's like the idea that Alexander Graham Bell was an American . It's
ridiculous, but its the people who are willing to push for it that are going to get the credit.
One of the main thrusts of the LeCaine project is to get the information about LeCaine and
the people who worked around him out in the open. As is usually the case in a true original,
he tended to not only create things around him, but to reflect them onto the milieu that he
was working in. He attracted gifted people to him. The whole history of the Elmus (Electronic
Music Studio of the National Research Council) project, and the development of the national
research council during that period immediately after the war was really fascinating.
All the things that were going on at that time, the development of the "Arrow'' for instance,
Which was basically an NRC (National Research Council) project that was turned over to
AVRO, and all that tremendous excitement after the Canadians had made these wor1d class
contributions in several fields and all of a sudden there was this attitude of "hey, we can do
anything, just point us in the right direction and let us go!"
When LeCaine came back to Canada after the war from Oxford, he had a degree in nuclear
Physics. He'd done most of his work in radar before he'd left to go to Oxford. When he came
back Chalk River wanted him, and he could have gone into the mainstream of Nuclear
Physics Research. But basically what he did was strike a deal with the man who was the head
of the National Research Council at the time, and LeCaine said he'd stay rather than go to
the states, if the Research Council would let him do his thing with Electronic Music. So in order
to keep him there they said sure.
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Martin Bartlett
ACCUMULATOR
Martin Bartlett performed his work Accumulator as part of the
fourth annual festival of electronic music in Canada, held at
the Music Gallery in Toronto, Bartlett played his R6500
synthesizer and accompanied it with voice. The text was in
portions which came from John Cage, Richard Teitlebaum,
Bartlett himself and from the authors of the R6500 operator's
manual. The following is an excerpt of the text written by
Bartlett.

Talking with Al Mattes
ORGANIZER AND CURATOR OF
THE MUSIC GALLERY
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Always when I come to Toronto
it is winter and very cold.
I unpack my synthesizer in the upstairs room at the. ~usic G_allery
and spend hours repairing it, adjusting it and practising on 1t.
I often walk down Queen Street and the only part of Toronto I know
is the four blocks between St. Patrick St. and Arkan Electronics.
I see many people wearing the skins of animals or garments
constructed in imitation of them. This makes me think that Canada
has not changed much since the 18th century.
One night I went to a bar where there were many men dressed in
leather. There were possibilities of assignations, but I had to get
back to my synthesizer.
.
.
The architecture of Toronto is rather oppressive, from Presbyterian
Romanesque to the concrete headquarters of the international
corporate oligrarchs.
.
..
I'm sure life is possible here, but for me 1t would be d1ff1cult.
Sometimes I get totally involved in solving technical _pro~lems. I ask
myself how I ended up in this situation. Making music with the
computer seems like the most difficult thing I've ever done or could
possibly do. I remember Yeats line:
"the fascination of what's difficult has dried the
lifeblood out of my veins ... "
Or maybe Eliot "a raid on the inarticulate with shabby equipment,
always deteriorating ... "
that one hits the nail on the head I think.
.
I think the reason I'm doing it is because I'm not prepared to
accept standardized solutions to musical problems. The pleasure 1s
to find things out for myself. Other people max have been _there
before me but the pleasure of discovery consists not only in what I
discover b~t also in the devious route I've taken in finding it. So
sometimes I end up spending a lot of time in intimate relationships
with tri-state buffers and CMOS latches; objects for which its hard to
feel much affection, but they can be as musical as horsehair and
cat-gut.
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The Electronic Music festival started four years ago. I was
curator of the music program at A-space the year A-space
changed from St. Nicholas St. to Queen St. and one of the
programs I suggested was an electronic music festival. That
was the first year and since then its been a joint production
between A-space and the Music Gallery.
I studied electronic music at York University with David
Rosenboom and Richard Teitlebaum, it forms part of my
background as a musician. My particular interest is in live
electronic music as opposed to the kind of pre-recorded tape
thing that happens so often, so I decided to do a festival of
live electronic music.
In the past we've had David Rosenboom, Richard Teitlebaum,
Martin Bartlett, a group called Gimel from Quebec city,
Vincent Dionne from Montreal, Ensemble D'Onde du Montreal,
from Montreal, John Cellona, John Appleton, this year we had
Micheline Coulombe Sainte-Marcoux and New York's
Electronic Art Ensemble, Computer and Performance,
Maryanne Amacher, Richard Teitlebaum and Martin Bartlett.
On the average, we've had eighty to a hundred people show
up each night for the three days of the festival.
I'm not so much interested in raising the profile of electronic
music, I'm not that kind of crusader. I am interested in
presenting a program of live electronic music so that people
can hear what's happening out there, and for me to hear it as
well.
I know of only a few other annual electronic music festivals in
the world. There's one in Bourges France, and probably one or
two more in Europe. I'm interested in electronics and
~lectronic music in itself, I like to hear what's happening with
1t, because there's a lot of potential there for expressing
sounds musically and that's what I'm interested in.
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ULTRATALK

Allan Erdmann

Interview with Richard Hill
HEAD OF PHOTOELECTRIC DEPT. O.C.A.
What did you have in mind, what were your motives for mounting the
Computer Culture Show in Toronto?

Well, the idea was to create a different image of computers and their
relationship to people, so, in a certain sense I regard the computer culture
exposition as a work of art. Its what I call a groundwork in that it provides a
ground or a context that people can get into and look at from where ever
they happen to come from. One of the problems is that we don't really
happen to have a context to be able to look differently at this technology
or our relationship to it other than what has been pre-fixed from the past
tor example trade shows which are not a suitable environment, to get an
idea of one's relationship to, or potential for this new technology because
they're (trade shows) hardware oriented and they're oriented by very
specific interests from a very specific perspective. So it was necessary to
create an environment where people could see the widespread
implications of this thing and how it relates to people's lives whether its
medical or whether its music or what have you, and they can also see the
way that artists are getting involved in the technology, learning the
technology and re-shaping it in more human ways.
You talked in a publication entitled Computer Culture about the Telidon
system. I was wondering how significant you thought Telidon would be to
people using it as a form of communication.

Telidon is basically a piece of software or a code used for handling
computer graphics. Its been applied to Videotext which is a system having
special TV sets which can receiv~ visual information from Databanks. It has
the potential for being a common code which you can translate virtually
any kind of computer graphics into, and then can be re-translated into
any other type of computer system or display system. So its intrinsic
possibility to me is to be able to bridge all the gaps separating different
kinds of graphic systems to enable them to dialogue or interact or
exchange between each other. It can be applied to microcomputers or
mainframe computers as well as for the videotext application that its being
developed for. But it's really its software compatability as such a common
mode of exchange that offers the great potential. The use of electronic
data depends a lot upon its significance to the user and if the user can't
also be involved with generating ideas and contributing to it then its going
to be too expensive to support itself except for very limited applications,
and that would certainly not support the broad base of users which such a
system needs to be economically viable .
Do you think that pay television as it is being guided into existence by the
CRTC will foster new Canadian talent?

Well , I think pay TV is perhaps a bit of wishful thinking. I think its looking at
new technological developments in terms of old possibilities. Again, its
looking upon it from a purely consumer role in terms of producing a whole
lot of entertainment. Pay TV through box office and what have you is doing
quite well in the United States but is generally only re-inforcing those
productions which already have considerable support to them because its
simply working through a larger mass market.
Now if you get more and more people coming in on pay TV then that
divides the market more and more which means you have to compete for
a smaller share of the market. You also have to compete as far as
entertainment's concerned against virtually all the movies that have ever
been made and all the TV programs that have ever been made that can
be re-run at virtually no production cost whatever. Also, if people do start
getting micro-computers and getting electronic information that's going to
shrink your total television audience again. So I think that whole dream
bonanza called pay TV is something they should really think about twice. I
see the shapes of the possibilities happening in quite different forms. I think
the business of people using micra's to message to each other,
community billboarding, accessing a wide variety of databanks, and
applying the equipment to a wide variety of applications which they can
take the initiative on are far more likely forms. Being able to integrate or
relate a wide number of things together including both your information
and the means of being able to implement it is what this technology gives,
but it gives the possibility of doing it on a highly variable base which
involves the initiative of the user, so instead of working on a principle of
standardisation it is really a question of almost infinite customisation. It
involves people working at both ends, or all ends of the thing in an
incredibly diverse number of ways in order to get the most out of it.

~ ; - - - - " - - j - -- -~ - " ' = - + + ~

"Ultratalk is a four part unit each piece emitti(}g a different .
melody communicated in a cyclical manner_ via an .ultrason,c
signal. If the viewer blocks the signa_l the p1ec~s will pro~eed
to a frozen musical position dependmg on which ~earn is .
blocked. This action is not readily apparent as a time del~y is
built into each piece. In its normal undisturbed _cy~le, at times
all four pieces will be silent or all may be f~nc_t1onf ng._ As the
work is powered by light and the commun1cat1on ,s s1~ent to
humans, more questions are asked about our percept,on than
answered."
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SACCO & VANZETTI/ A PERFORMANCE

By
.
George Manupell1

Manupelli and Householder are seated at the table. SACCO finds a cigarette_ left
behind by one of the guards; VANZETTI is occupied shaving. Householder lights
the cigarette, takes a drag and hands it to Manupelli - VANZETTl 's first and last
cigarette - who smokes it with curiosity. SAC_CO rises, w_alks over to _
V ANZETTI,
kisses him and moves center stage as he contmues smokmg and shavmg.
A tape of the song Sacco e Vanzetti plays as Householder dances.
On the twenty-third of August,
in Boston in America ,
Sacco and Vanzetti
went to the electric chair.
And with a shot of electricity,
they were sent to the next world .

II ventitre agosto,
a Boston in America ,
Sacco e Vanzetti
sopra la sedia elettrica.
& con un colpo di elettricita
all 'altro mondo Ii vollero mandar.

At about eleven thirty,
the judge and the high court
walked into the death cell.
"Sacco and Vanzetti, listen now,
tell us if you have anything more
to say."

Circa le undici e mezzo,
guidice e la gran corte
entrano poi tutti quanti
nella cello della morte.
"Sacco e Vanzetti , state a sentir,
dite se avete do raccontar."

Sacco and Vanzetti, calm and serene ,
"We are innocent. Open up your jail."
But they replied, "There is no mercy
You must go to your death ."

Sacco e Vanzetti, tranquilli e sereni :
"Noi siamo innocenti. Aprite le
galere."
Ma lor risposero , "Non c 'e pieta .
Voi alla morte dovete andar."

Then the good father confessor
comes into their cell,
offering them holy religion .
Sacco and Vanzetti, with deep
feeling ,
"We will die without any religion ."

Entra poi nella cello ii bravo confessore ,
domanda a tutti e due la santa religion .
Sacco e Vanzetti, con grande espression:
"Noi moriremo senza religion !"

And the whole wortd proclaims
their innocence.
But President Fuller, he gave no
clemency.
"I don't care what country they
come from ,
we are killing them. And we have
the right!"

E tutto ii mondo intero reclama la
loro innocenza.
II presidente Fuller non ewe piu
clemenza .
"Siano pure di qualunque nazion .
Noi Ii uccidiamo con grande ragion."

"Goodbye dear wife and son , and to
you sister dear.
The coffins have been prepared for
us both .
Farewell , friends , we keep faith in
our hearts.
Up with Italy, and down with the
king! " (zx)

"Addio moglie e figlio, e te sorella cara .
E noi per tutti e due
c 'e pronto gia la bara.
Addia amici, in cuor la fe .
Viva l'ltalia e abbasso ii re!" (zx)

Manupelli is now seated and reads a long poetic narrative written in 1964 and since
retitled, DOES THE PAST COMFORT YOU etc. (See text). Householder as SACCO
manufactures paper shoes during the reading . Lights down; lights up ...
DOES THE PAST COMFORT YOU; THE PRESENT SMILE ON YOU
DOES THE FUTURE PROMISE YOU ANYTHING?
I sit down at my old upright standing against a flowered wall , a wall in itself.
And my long sleeves are too long to allow much music,
so I take them up then strike a chord.
The cat lifts its sleepy head, smirking, she leaves the velvet chair to the folded newspaper
Brother and sister goldfish haven't moved since Sunday, when ,
in the middle of an idle dance of theirs,
lightning shattered the pear tree in the backyard .
I gathered the glittering fruit in a basket,
and offered them for sale by the side of the road .
"Glittering fruit," I cried.
"Fruit fried by the hand of God ."
"Electrocuted pears, who will buy my electrocuted pears?"
An old Negro woman passed crying, "strawberries, strawberries," but no one heard either of

us.
"Electrocuted pears, strawberries," we alternated.
A dog hustled by, then another in a hurry, and still another.
"Electrocuted pears, strawberries, electrocuted pears."
I strike another chord - this one more beautiful than before .
No man should have such music in his breast.
My eyes are dreamy now, and my head is light as I look back
over the years.
I remember the thirteen long wonderful years she gave me,
the brevity of the trial and the suddenness of the gallows.
She was guilty allright, but I cannot say all bad.
Her roast beef was among the very best. and,
when served with candied hams, her speciality,
it set the boarders hollerin' for more.
She prepared food like a saint,
but her features were those of a criminal.
I should have seen this before I asked her to marry me.

Her weakness in her time was pretty things.
She liked jewels.
stole quite a few, she did , before they caught up with her.
In fact. there 's a lot left over in that box on the mantle
they never knew she took.
1miss her most around suppertime.
She wasn't much for love, wearing all them rings and things as she did.
This old upright ain 't what it used to be.
Guess I'll go out and sell me one of those leftover rubies,
and buy me a beer.
Haven't seen anything this pretty in a long time,
the jeweler said .
Had a synthetic one this same size a while back,
but it got stolen when the shop got robbed ,
and young Mr. Harvey, that's my assistant,
got his head blown off by the thief.
I'll give you one hundred dollars for it.
She sure is pretty, she sure is .
What'II it be, the bartender said .
Say, ain't you the one that had his wife hung?
Hear her neck snap clear over here.
In all my born days, I never heard a noise like that.
You could have bowled me over with a feather
when they told me it was a woman 's neck.
I am the lady's widower sir, and for what its worth .
I remain loyal to her memory.
"So do I, so do I," the bartender said.
"Here, the beer's on me."
"Say now, there's a lot of folks who'd like to know
you did your drinking here."
"How 'bout dropping in every now and then,
the drinks would all be free, and business would sure pick up."
"Things haven 't been going too well lately."
''I'm sorry sir, I have a business of my own, thank you just the same."
"I've my pears by the wayside, and when I'm through with that,
I just like to take my time at the old upright,
and follow down memory's trail."
Whenever there's a fire in town. I somehow get there first.
Saw the whole iceplant go that way.
By the time the boys got there with their tru·cks, it was too late.
The only thing left was the ice so they all took a piece home
to their wives for Christmas.
Dare I try a song?
Could these dark rooms hold my voice?
"In the springtime, just in between time."
Maybe I should take that fella up on his offer.
After all, well, the pears haven't been going
as well as I expected.
Neither has Christianity, though.
And I suppose a celebrity does have some obligations.
I'd just sit in that cool chair by the door. and sip my beer,
and let folks come and go, saying this or that about poor Emma,
and asking, "What was it like?"
I tell them how it was when I heard that sharp crack
ringing through the summer tree tops.
I'd tell 'em about the pears, and how I took this job,
and how last winter I saw the ice house go .
A man's got to have something to do once in a while.

Seated at the table and acting as the defense, Manupelli conducts a crossexamination of Householder acting as Maynard Shaw, a witness in the trial of
Vanzetti who claimed he could tell the nationality of individuals by the way they
ran. As she answers, Householder "dances" absurd illustrations of foreigners
running. (See text.)
lights down; lights up ...
testimony of Maybard Shaw
from the Plymouth trial of Vanzetti
Shaw: No hat on. and I was just getting a fleeting glance at his face, but the way he
ran I could tell he was a foreigner, I could tell by the way he ran .
Vahey: You could tell he was a foreigner by the way he ran?
Shaw: Yes .
Vahey: What sort of foreigner was he?
Shaw: Nation?
Vahey: Yes.
Shaw: Why, European.
Vahey: What?
Shaw: Either Italy or Russia .
Vahey: Which was it, Russia or Italy?
Shaw: There I can 't say exactly.
Vahey: Does an Italian or a Russian run differently from a Swede or a Norwegian?
Shaw: Yes.
Vahey: What is the difference?
Shaw: Unsteady.
Vahey: Both the Italians and the Russians run unsteadily?
Shaw: As far as that goes I don't know.
Vahey: You don't know how a Swede runs do you?
Shaw: No .
Vahey: Does a Swede run cross-legged?
Shaw: No.
Vahey: You don't want to have this jury think, do you, that you can tell what the nationality of this man
was by the way he ran? Do you want them to believe that?
Shaw: Yes. I do.
Vahey: Now what nationality did he belong to?
Shaw: Let me say that I believe - well, the first thing that came into my mind was that
he was an Italian or a Russian. I would not say - he might be a Mexican for what I know. I would not say
he was an Alaskan or an African.
Vahey: You mean by that he was not a colored man?
Shaw: No.
Vahey: You eliminate the African , do you , from your consideration?
Shaw: Yes.
Vahey: He was either a Russian or an Italian or a Greek or a Brazilian or a Mexican either one of those?
Shaw: Yes.
Vahey: Or a Jap?
Shaw: Might be.
Vahey: Would you say that he might be a Jap?
Shaw: No .
Vahey: You would not say that he was a Jap or a Chinaman or an African -those three are eliminated
absolutely, are they?
Shaw: Yes, nor an American.

By the next to last verse, VANZETTI has finished shaving and his cigarette, and joins the
dancing SACCO. He stops her movements, removes a black hood from his pocket and places
it over SACCO's head. VANZETTI then removes his thick belt and straps his right arm to
SACCO 's left. SACCO continues the dance with VANZETTI following poorly. On the last
strikes of the song, they embrace ending in a long, slow, dip with SACCO's head almost
touching the floor.
. .. lights down ...

Fl NALE
· . . a table; two chairs; lights up ...
VANZETTI (Manupelli) in a heavy dark overcoat opens a violin case and plays a
verse and chorus from the Italian street song Sacco e Vanzetti, shakily. SACCO
(Householder) sits sprawled in a chair on the opposite side of the table, her dark
~vercoat open, her breasts bared. (See musical score).
lights down; lights up ...
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JAMES HONG
Solar powered electric chair
" Helping gov't. save money & take lives "

c/ o Art et lndustrie 464 West Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10012 (212) 777-3660

IMAGE NATION 24

ELDON GARNET'S

International
Computer Music
Conference

1982
The Laboratorio permanente per !'Informatica Musicale of the Venice
Biennale (LIMB) and the Centro di Sonologia Computazionale (C.S.C.) of
Padua University, under the auspices of the Associazione di Informatica
Musicale ltaliana (AIMI), are pleased to announce that the sixth International
Computer Music Conference - ICMC/ 82 will be held , for the first time in
Europe, in Venice, Italy, from September 27 - October 1, 1982.
Major Topic Areas
This Conference will cover the same traditional topics as preceding ICMC
meetings, such as:
1 - computer composition ; 2 - algorithms and compositional processes;
3 - synthesis techniques; 4 - synthesis hardware; 5 - computer music systems;
6 - acoustics and psychoacoustics; 7 - sound analysis ; 8 - musical analysis;
9 - computer-assisted research in theory and musicology ; 10 - music input
languages and data structures; 11 - graphic representation of music;
12 - digital audio; 13 - studio reports; 14 - personal computer applications;
15 - computer-assisted music teaching; 16 - applications for live performance.
Conference Activities
In adtlition to the presentation and discussion of papers, conference
activities will also include meetings of special interest groups, presentation of
prototypes, special demonstrations , exhibitions of computer music systems. A
number of concerts are scheduled for the Conference, as well as a tapeplayback room.
The official languages of ICMC/82 will be English and Italian.
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A photo-fumetti , o photo-fable which traces the development
of a woman in a semiological series of environments . In these
environments . objects at once surround, define and threaten
her. In a series of five basic transformations and shifts of
cultural environments , she seeks to define who she should
become. With an original lenticular cover . Prench . german
and japanese translations of the narrative .

SPECIAL PRICE $4.50

(REGULARLY $6)

IMAGE NATION , 11 79A King Sf. W. Suite BB, Toronto , Canada , M6K 3C5 .
D $4.50 - Cheque or m on ey order e nclosed .
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GALVANIZED KISS
mademoiselle at cosmetic counter
likes licking licking licking
her lipstick
plants a juicy one on the little mirror
hysterical salesgirls dig this
and immediately start going down on each other
mademoiselle leaves money
ascends on the elevator
amidst flashing lights and lipstick stained mirrors

ELECTROSHOCK THERAPY #1
dr. s. strides briskly through the ward
everything is fine
FINE FINE FINE
bartok floats out of the radio
pull yourself together
i love my nurse

ELECTROSHOCK THERAPY #2
big red letters = D.A.N.G.E.R.
what disease does she have?
i don't know
in her brain?
it started 23 years ago
it's best she's in the hospital
she's not responsible
did you read that sign?
no i missed it
i think that your station is coming up

- Thomas McNeely -

A MAGAZINE OF CANADIAN POETRY CRITICISM
REVIEWS, ARTICLES, INTERVIEWS, POEMS
and INFORMATION
Upcoming issues:
- A General Issue including reviews of Patrick Lane, Phyllis
Webb, Tom Wayman and much more.
- A Special Issue devoted exclusively to Newfoundland poetry.
- A General Issue with reviews of bp nichol, Daphne Marlatt,
Andrew Suknaski, Marilyn Bowering and Christopher
Dewdney, as well as many new poets.
- A Special Issue on the poetry of Alberta.
Individuals: $6.00 for three issues
($ 7 .00 outside Canada)
Institutions: $9.00 for three issues
-

..

Please enter my subscription to CV II.

Address---------------------

-JOHN GRUBE-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -· Postal code _ _ _ __
Please make cheques or money orders payable to CV II.
CV II, Box 32 University Centre, University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Man., R3T lEO
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PRINT

mo
9041
9042
9050
9080
9081
9082
9085
9100
9101
9102
9110

mo
9121
9122
9125
9140
9141
9142
9143
9144
9150
91Sl

ms

ETUDE ELECTRIC

.

911,0

ing/
vacuum. sound air
heaving in and out
bump the floor.
she.
disshevelled beds
aside. rug. vaccuuming,
smell metallic,
electric sparks. the click
/ camera falls
film-eye
/from her hands
dust is moved.
- Gerry Shikatani -

911,1
9175
9180
9181
9183
9190
9200
9201
9220
9221
9222
9230
9240

9241
9242
9243
9244

ms
9250

mo

921>1
921,3
9270
9280
9281
9282
9290
9300
9301
9302
9310
9320
9321

9322
9323
9324

LIGHTNING CREASES THE NIGHT
Evening falls, a scythe
Storm rapes the sky
I stop writing
go outside to meet the electric flames
and think
perhaps lightning will strike me
kill me
But I return unhurt
electricity in my veins
instead of blood
Back at my writing desk
a spider has woven a web
covering the page I was writing on only
minutes before
-

Don Thompson -

10140
10142
10143
10150
10160
10161
10162
10170
10180
10181
10182
10190
10200
10201
10202
10210
10220
10221
10222
10223
10224
10230
10240
10241
10242
10243
10250
10260
10261
10262
10263
CAR.'
10264
I0270
10280
10281
10282
I0290
10300
10301
10302
10303
10304
10305
10306
10307
10310
10320
IQ321
10322
10323
10330
lOHO
10341
10342
10343
10350

PRINT : PRINT 'STATIC ELECTRICAL PHOTOS'
PRINT : PRINT 'LOVES YOU '
PRINT : PRINT 'HIS BARK IS IIORSE THAN HIS BITE'
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'THE SUNNER OF 63 I FISHED IN THE DETROIT RIVER.I CAUGHT A THING THAT IIAS SO UGLY IT SCARED THE SHIT OUT OF NE,'
PRINT : PRINT 'THIS WAS THE ONLY D06 I HAD '
PRINT : PRINT 'I AN A NUD PUPPY BOW 11011 NOW I SEE A CREATURE LIKE mELF THE RIVER RAT HELLO RIVER RAT.'
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'THE BEST SCREW DRIVER IIAS A '
PRINT : .PRINT 'CONPULSIYE LITTLE NAN'
PRINT : PRINT 'INSTRUCTED IN THE ARTS'
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'OF ALL THE HORORIBLE WAYS TO NAKE A LIYIN6 '
PRINT : PRINT 'THIS NUST BE THE WORST'
PRINT : PRINT 'YOU DRINK TOO NUCH TO EACH OTHERS HEALTH '
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT "I 'D DO ANYTHING TO NY SHOE OYER YOU.'
PRINT : PRINT 'I CRIED I'D DO NY SHOE BE DO'
PRINT : PRINT 'SHE LET NE KNOii IN NO UNCERTAIN TERNS.'
PRINT : PRINT 'IIE SPENT THE Nl6HT IN A SEEDY BARN'
PRINT : PRINT 'I WAS AWAKENED BY THE SOUND OF RUSHIN6 WATER, '
PRINT : PRINT 'WHAT A RELAX ING SOUND'
PRINT : PRINT 'I THOUGHT THIS NUST BE A TOILET.•
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'THIS WORLDS A TOILET'
PRINT : PRINT 'EVERONE IS CAA CAAING ALL OVER IT BAD WORDS NE ALL HAYE TO DO BOO HOO'
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT ' THE IIIDE OPEN SPACES THE Sl1ELL OF THE OPEN ROAD NOBODY SAID IT NAS GOING TO BE EASY • '
PRINT : PRINT 'WHERE'S THE OLD FRONTIER SPIRIT ?'
PRINT : PRINT 'LETS 60 KICK THE PISS OUT' A THEN GOOKS IN OUTER SPACE '
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'SPREAD IT AROUND AND LICK IT OFF '
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'BIRDS ARE FREE BUT IIE NUST SHOP TO STAY ON TOP OF THE BOYS IN BLUE'
PRINT : PRINT 'IF NHAT I SAY IS UNTRUE'
PRINT : PRINT 'NY LAND IS YOUR LAND FRON SEA TO SHINING SEA'
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'I KNEN A YOUNS LADY NANED DAISY'
PRINT : PRINT 'IIHO NAS VERY FAT AND QUITE LAlY'
PRINT : PRINT 'NON ALOT HAVE LOST THE STUNP'
PRINT : PRINT 'THAT USED TO RESIDE ON THE HUNP'
PRINT : PRINT ·so NOW SHE HAS A SNART GASH'
PRINT : PRINT 'THAT 6IYES HER NORE TROUBLE THAN CASH'
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'ROOTS ARE INPORTANT'
PRINT : PRINT 'DIS YOUR LOCAL ROOT'
PRINT : PRINT 'LIKE IIE USED TO IN THE OLD DAYS'
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'HER EYES WERE LIKE THE IIARft SPRING SUN '
PRINT : PRINT 'AS SHE ROSE HER NARftTH INCREASED'
PRINT : PRINT 'I CRIED'
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'THE LAST INA6E A PERSON SEES BEFORE THEY DIE IS RETAINED FOR AN EXTENDED PERIOD OF TinE.'
PRINT : PRINT 'THIS !NASE CAN BE SURGICALLY
RENOVED AND nADE INTO A NOYIE.'
PRINT : PRINT 'THIS HAS BEEN EXPERINENTALLY PROVEN IN NURDER CASES IIHERE THEIR ARE NO NITNESSES. •
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'APES ARE WELL KNOWN WRESTLERS'
PRINT : PRINT 'THEY LIKE IT BECAUSE ITS FUN'
PRINT : PRINT 'THEY SAY THEY LIKE THR011IN6 EACH OTHER AROUND '
PRINT : PRINT 'AND TRYING OUT DIFFERENT HOLDS ON EACH OTHER'
PRINT : PRINT 'THEY SAY IT RELAXES THEN AFTER A HARD DAY IN THE JUNSLE'
PRINT : PRINT 'DURING NII TWO'
PRINT : PRINT 'SOLDIERS HAD TO'
PRINT : PRINT 'KEEP EACH OTHER IIARn TOO !'
RETURN

PRINT : PRINT 'IT WAS NORTH IT'
PRINT : PRINT 'TRY IT '
PRINT : PRINT 'YOU'LL LIKE IT •
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'IIE All NAKE mmES'
PRINT : PRINT 'IIE ftAINTAIN'
PRINT : PRINT 'PLEASURE HURTS'
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT '('LL nAKE A ftECHANICAL ROBOT TAIL'
PRINT : PRINT 'ftY REAL ONE NAS SIIIPED,PILFERED,PURLIONED,PINCHED .. , .. '
PRINT : PRINT 'ftY TOILET WAS ARRESTED AND SENT TO KIN6STON.FIVE TO TEN FOR TAILED LARCENY,'
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'LOBLANS HAS ASPECIAL'
PRINT : PRINT 'THIS NEEK IN HISTORY'
PRINT : PRINT 'A UNITED OFFER'
PRINT : PRINT 'ITS ADIRTY JOB BUT'
PRINT I PRINT •sonEBODY' S GOTTA DO IT.'
RETURN
PRINT: PRINT 'HELL.ITS COLD 11 "
PRINT : PRINT 'THIS CITY ftUST BE HELL.•
PRINT : PRINT 'ONTARIO HAS A HISTORY OF REPRESSION"
PRINT : PRINT 'PEOPLE HERE LIKE IT '
RETURN
PRINT : PRINT 'A NDftEN DRIVING IN THE ftIDDLE'
PRINT : PRINT 'LANE OF A LARGE FREEWAY '
PRINT : PRINT 'SUDENLY THE CAR TO HER RIGHT STARTS COftING mARDS HER.•
PRINT : PRINT 'SHE SWERVES TD THE LEFT AND SftASHES INTO THE BACK OF A LARGE TRUCK ftAKIN6 All E"ER6ENCY STOP;D1SENTE6RATIN6 HER
PRINT :
RETURN
PRINT :
PRINT :
PRINT :
RETURN
PRINT :
PRINT :
PRINT :
PRINT :
PRINT :
PRINT :
PRINT :
PRINT :
RETURN
PRINT :
PRINT :
PRINT :
PRlNT :
RETURN
PRINT :
PRINT :
PRINT :
PRINT :
RETURN

PRINT 'RELIEVED RESCUERS SHON UP TO FIND A BROKEN AR" AND A SEAT BELT,'
PRINT "WITH A f!Rft ROUND BUTT'
PRINT 'WITH CREAnY BREASTS'
PRINT 'N!TH A BILLION S"1LES'
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

'A ftUSSEL AT THE BEACH'
'A 6LORI0US SISHT TO SEE'
'AS "UCH AS I BESEECH'
• IT CANOT ftOVE TO FLEE'
'I THRON THE LITTLE BEAST"
'INTO THE OCEAN YEAST'
'"Y "USSEL NAS SO FAT'
'IT FLOATED IN THE VAT'

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

'THERE'S A SHARK IN ftY BED'
'SHE WANTS A PIECE Of THE SOOD LIFE'
'I SAID KILL IT.'
"NE DID IT DEAD,•

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

'FOREVER AND EVER AND EVER AND EVER'
'AND EVER AND EVER'
"AND 'EVER'
'ITS EASY IF YOU TRY!'

- Tom Dalton -
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THE ASSEMBLY LINE AGAIN

LIGHT

He said: "I want back my own power. I am willing to give
back all the lights and the toasters to you. Just let me use
my hands on something. Let me get my mouth round an
apple or a kiss. I will give back all your silver cars and the
ships that sail the sky. Just let me have my throat once
more so I can sing.' So they said 'You must go and ask
each individual thing for your power. You must ask each
street lamp - you must go to it and say, 'Please Mr.
Street Lamp, I will give you back all your light if you will
only let me have my hands back.' Afterwards there will be
a vote. And that is just the street lamps. Then you must
converse with the toasters, the generators and bicycles.
To each thing turning you must give back its borrowed
energy and then perhaps you will get back your legs. But
even then you have to go right back on the treadmill
because believe me you're in debt right away. What do
you think made the light where you were born? See,
you're always gonna be in debt. And we do have ways to
make you pay. For instance, we can drag down every
sensation to a simple and useless zero that your tongue
can't get at. We can make it hover just at the center, far
from the taste of itself. Far from teeth and speech. How
useless you will be, blowing into the needle eyes, then
trying to get those gratuitous camels out. So, perhaps
you don't want this lightbulb on your neck stump yet. And
I see you still object to the hooks we're going to turn your
hands into. You have other plans for your feet than that
they should be wheels. 'I can work o.k.' you say, ignorant
of electricity - the long sliding, screaming rail of razors
through the mountain. With feet you would arrive with less
than a worm leaves on a hook - just a little clot of you
saying, 'Please, please can I have a bandage?' My
advice to you is to stop asking the impossible and get
back in line. You remember where you were - right there
- just behind that carrot - just in front of that lash.

Tonight I can see the light around the light,
Golden light, & for a second understand
Why it is holy. Even the dingy ceiling
Lightbulb is radiating with energy.
It is a personable glow, talks to something
At the center of my being. There is
Ordinary Light, Edison's by-product,
& then that greater light, what Edison
Must have dreamed of illuminating the world
With, & what he must have seen upon the successful
Lighting of that first durable filament.
In all this darkness, in all this possibility
For darkness, there is this light, & it surges
& pours out like milk from a jug.
- Ken Norris -

- Robert Priest -

VIBRATION
"Experience grows
naivete the teacher"
"There is space here
where peers evaluate"
( essence of nothing
rien
in another tongue)
"Exponential
is a kind of growth"
groping for expansion
a symbol may be
reinterpreted
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"Resistance offers
no answer
to this question
of doing"
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"& doing

:::,

is written
down"

~

a resume
existence is
no evidence
breathing will not signify
"Why not"
it is no season for beginning
i can tell you
i've just begun
become a moment - lifting
my diaphragm inhales
(parted from this breathing
i am no more than

THERE ONCE WAS . . .
there once was an easy way out
past the "emergency exit only" sign
and our minds flexible and diplomatic
oiled like machines
back in the days
when life was an open road
and a highway to be explored and trampled on
beneath the valleys and waterfalls

mo I e cu I a rv i brat ion
ENERY is tRansfERREd
to phosphoREscENt scREEN compaRtmEnts
electrons living
stream through silent space
escape
to exhibition
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when summer was a sea of insubordinate dreams
and love was a declaration
resolved and incognito
there once was an easy way out
but now it's money and microwaves
- Shaunt Basmajian -

Bill Culbert

John Roberts
SPEAKS OUT
Rampike spoke with John Roberts in London during the late f~/1 of 1~81 . Roberts is
one of the refreshing new thinkers in the London art scene. Hrs precise and
..
intelligent discretion in choosing thou[!ht.s and co~cepts of value from old~r cnt,cs
as well as his ability to arrive at fresh insights of his own assure that he wt/I
continue to be an intelligent critical voice for years to come.

I would consider Spandau Ballet and other groups such as Shock to be
mainstream musicians who believe they are other than mainstreams ... I
have little interest in these activities because they are too related to the
rock scene. Only after Laurie Anderson came here did rock begin to have
anything to do with post-modern culture. In England the term "postmodern" has very little currency in relation to performance and third area
work (installations, video, performance etc.) It doesn't seem to have
currency except in Fashion or Rock. People here see post-modernism as
more an American experience than an English one and therefore treat it
as something that is quite alien from their own experience. The English art
scene is very conservative, we have a strong landscape tradition which
today is exemplified in a lot of abstraction that is probably our visual
bedrock. On the other hand, there's been a radical tradition that comes
out of minimalism, conceptualism and so on, which has found its most
recent and vociferous support in the writings of Art Language which is put
out by a group of artists and writers who since the late 60's have been
producing theoretical texts, borrowing from linguistics and philosophy
underpinned by Marxism. They are perhaps the apotheosis of British
Conceptualism. Let me say that this division between the conservative and
radical traditions is very crude, but I'd say that both of these traditions now
find themselves at loggerheads. I would define post-modernism as
something that attempts to bridge popular culture and popular culture
forms with traditional forms and strategies, but that bridge is not one that is
seen as unification but rather critical adjustment.
A lot of 70's artists were coming out of conceptualism, Glibert and George
and so on, this had a tremendous influence on American Art in the 70's.
They were using images from mass media and pop culture and applying
them from an interior political viewpoint. There's a strong tradition of that in
this country. Modernism was primarily about laying bare the devices of the
particular media ... in talking about post-modernism its very fashionable
to talk simply in terms of it being a less restrictive and censorial way of
making art, but its far more complex than that. Its a particular way of
mediating culture.
Regarding the third area development, a group of artists over the last ten
years; Stuart Brisley, Kerry Trengrove, Ron Hazeldon, and others have been
working in context-performance, adjusting their work to the spaces they're
using ... building an ideological base in this country for a new wave of
workings. Performance magazine probably has a two-fold function
regarding this. It's concerned with third area works, but also with fringe
theatre which has an incredibly strong base in this country. One group
entitled Station House Opera performed a piece recently entitled "Natural
Disasters" which could be read as a humorous frenetic account of the
nuclear threat. They describe their work as "behavioral expressionism".
I think ir, the next 10 to 15 years the British art scene will undergo
tremendous changes ... this is where the question of context comes into
play for the continuation of any radical tradition. I believe that television by
artists will be made more often and that this will open up a whole area for
the production and consumption of art works. Installation art and
performance will come to play a much wider role than they do now but
through new electronic venues. What is of fundamental importance is how
the changing nature of communication in this video-age will alter how art
is seen and reproduced. To that extent, post-modernism is about a realistic
reapproachment of the dominant representations that colour our lives.
- J.R.-
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Rodney Werden
YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTH'N

...

Rodney Werden, recent winner of The Canadian Video Open presented his latest
tape "I Bet You Ain 't Seen Noth'n like This Before . . ." at To_ront~·s a~nual
Video/Video Festival. The work which takes the for~ of an 1nterv_1ew, 1~ perso~al and
honest. It deals with an elderly man's frank discussion concerning his experiments
with onanism and their relationship to his hi-fi. The tape is simultaneously
humourous and disturbing. It confronts the audience with its voyeuristic intimacy.
Rodney Werden presently lives in Toronto.
Video/Video is a major Toronto presentation of co~temporary video works by a_rtists
from across North America. The series presents a wide range of tapes representing
a variety of working approaches. The most recent Festival, directed by Marien Lewis
& R.A. Gledhill featured works by:
Nam June Paik (Electronic Opera No. 1; 5 min ./1969)
Nancy Nicol (Sacrificial Burnings; 38 min./ 1981)
.
Norman Cohn (Michelle on the Day of Surgery; 29 min./1979)
Eric Metcalf & Dana Atchley (Crime Time Comix; 12 min./1980)
Lisa Steele (Gloria ; 60 min./1980)
Tom Sherman (Transvideo; 26 min./ 1981)
Wendy Clarke (Love Tapes; 30 min./1980)
Ardele lister (Split; 20 min./ 1981)
Tony Orsler (Weak Bullet; 15 min./1980)
Randy & Berenicci (Videage; 50 min./1981)
Chip Lord (Get Ready To March; 1:20 min./1981)
Kate Craig (Delicate Issue; 12 min ./1979)
Anita Thatcher (The Breakfast Table; 14 min./1979)
Kim Tomczak (Peter George; 6 min ./1979)
Elizabeth Chitty (Dogmachine; 20 min./1981)
Colin Campbell (Dangling by Their Mouths; 60 min./1981)
Susan Britton (Casting Call ; 36 min./1979)
Marien Lewis (Virtuality; 3 min ./1980)
General Idea (Test Tube; 28 min./1979)
Janice Tanaka (Ontogenesis; 5:30 min./1981)
Vera Frenkel (" ...and now the Truth."; 30 min ./1980)
Rodney Werden (" ... You Ain 't Seen Noth'n . .. "; 40 min ./1980)

A.RT METROPOLE
217 Richmond Street West
Toronto, Canada MSV 1 W2
Telephone (416) 977-1685

VIDEO WORKS BY:
EI izabeth Chitty
Kate Craig
General Idea
Ardele Lister
Eric Metcalfe
Nancy Nicol
Tom Sherman

A catalogue of works by these and other
artists is available from the address above.

SOFT-FOCUS/HARD-LINE

Talking with Noel Harding

I think I try to understand quantum mechanics from the experience, the
relationship of my sense of location in space for example, one of the
rumours of how Einstein developed the theory of relativity was the result of
sitting in a train while it was moving, while the train opposite him in the
station was moving also, and then he no longer understood his sense of
location, so he realized that experience can be developed according to
movement and relative movement to that, and that in turn is involved with
the time flow and energy flow etc.
You have these great expectations of things that you'd like to get as
images, and so if you centre yourself in terms of making something, and
you look into yourself, and decide what you want to make, as an image
and you follow that, and you exercise it and you become proficient at it,
then maybe that's making art.
Its not even an issue of being an artist, because thats not critical at all, the
issue is a matter of making what I want to make, and let it be known that
you're an artist, let that be your means, its a set of credentials. Social
change can limit your means, the test of time determines whether one
suNives.
I find it much harder to deal with regional concepts than with international
concepts, I find regional concepts much more palatable, as concerns, my
primary concerns are on that level of the equation, I study the newspapers,
I mean. I really love having the New York newspaper the London
newspaper, the Toronto newspaper, and taking the same story and that
story usually has to be an international issue to get an international
perspective, and when you start getting information about how say, the
Soviet Union sees it for an example, it becomes really unbelievable ... the
kind of psychology that you learn about the world.
You get that on radio and television too of course, you get media sickness
after a while, in our society most people don't realize that they're not
receiving the truth, because the truth is an impossibility to perceive, I mean
that's the energy of civilization: to find truth. But we don't have the delicacy
of a society that is sophisticated enough to say that truth is hard to find,
we don't have intelligent skepticism.
I think Canada has enough of an identity that it should be criticising itself
legitimately instead of placating itself by being insecure. Its like perfect
protection, "I'm nothing, I'm nothing, I'm nothing". I'm not capable of
anything, meanwhile there's takeovers, meanwhile there's various
poisonings of society, meanwhile it can't see various international events
clearly becouse of its responsibility to the United States foreign policy. It
has an arrogant subversive throat throttling facism that is unique like a
virus, and so devastating that we won't even realize its there until its too
late, we are the perfect 1984 society. Its not the United States its not Britain,
its not Austria; Canada can potentially be the most perfectly subdued
society in the world. Its devastatingly Toronto.
I have huge fears of the level of control, simple levels like parking, building,
things that you never notice, this country is incredibly good at organizing
things that somehow don't seem that important. Its like being destroyed at
the ankles, and you can't march against it, its so new this thing thats
happening to us, its over-regulation, its the monotony must control, its
everything despicable about television becoming true. Its not from the
head down, its the other way around so you can't grasp it until its too late.
The Quebec issue is interesting cause they're experiencing the same sense
of subduing.
In my work I am trying to express the sensibility of a poetic moment in
time, and using moments and movements and so on, to create an
expression that juxtaposes the world against itself.
Its real simple and the technology is necessary, I turn on my electricity, its
normal for me to work with electricity, if I turn a light on isn't it normal for
me to think that turning a light on could be a creative event? Electricity is
one of my natural tools and I think that that should be considered
ordinary. Its like using a found object. Once I give myself up to what I've
decided I want to do, my life becomes a love affair, all the good things
and the bad things, and it becomes that in a really personal way. Its a
wonderful gift to be given time to translate the world to other people.
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A Unique Combination of Lazer and Glass Using scintillating
sounds generated by the Glass Orchestra, lazer technicians
Cam Morrison and Mike Paige translated the electronically
received accoustic signals into kinetic visuals in front of a
fascinated and highly appreciative audience at the Ontario
Science Centre. A heretofore unexplored meld of singing
glass and dancing electronic light.
For further information concerning the Glass Orchestra, and other
electronically related groups such as The Nihilist Spasm Band, The
Canadian Electronic Ensemble, Interspecies Music, etc.
contact:

MUSIC GALLERY EDITIONS
30 St. Patrick St.
Toronto, Ontario
M5T 1V1
(416) 598-2400

THE FUNNEL
Experimental Film Theatre
507 King Street East
Toronto, Canada
(416) 364-7003
featuring the most recent
developments in contemporary
cinema

RAMPIKE AND OTHER FINE
PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT:

ZZAP/
By

Terry Mccubbin
I first became aware of the existence of electricity when I stuck a fork _into a wall socket. Since
then , electricity has remained a commonplace intangible - a vague and furious force
pulsing menacingly around me .
I felt somehow that it was my duty to stay ignorant of the way electricity works . In this way I
hope some day to shed some light on the subject. For me, to address this topic seriously is
like trying to play the waltzes of Irving Berlin by armpit.

TV

With Such Fine Presses As

Ecco Press
Black Sparrow
Cadmus Editions
New Directions
North Point
City Lights

We were the last people on the block to get one. By that time , (1956) , the T.V.'s with round
screens were already obsolete . By today's standards that first N was a satisfying behemoth . It
hulked in the linoleum-tiled " Rec-Room " and dominated from the time it arrived . Some of the
first programs I remember were: "Our Miss Brooks". "Sargent Preston of the Yukon", "I Love
Lucy", "Mr. Peepers ", "Sky King ", "Jack Benny", " Robin Hood", "The Cisco Kid" , and of course,
"Hockey Night in Canada ". Liberace hosted his famous program at the same time as the
hockey game. Mother liked him and would check his piano stylings during the Esso
commercials . This used to throw me into a panic because I knew there was something
peculiar about Liberace, but I didn't know what it was , but it amused father who parodied
poor Liberace mercilessly.
Groucho Marx had a quiz show whose name escapes me now. In it, a duck would decend
with questions and answers in its bill. The duck had obvious comic potential, but I could
never figure out what everyone was laughing at. What was apparent was that some personal
ridicule was taking place at the contestants' expense.
In terms of a seminal N experience, I would have to point to "The Twentieth Century" hosted
by Walter Cronkite and sponsored by the Prudential Insurance Company of America . This
program was the high point of my life for two years. On N, orderly structures became
expressions of pure mayhem as bombs, and shells dropped on them . I loved watching
bombs drop across heavily populated cities .
It was fascinating to see the world divided into areas dominated by stars and stripes, Union
Jacks, swastikas, hammers and sickles and rising suns. These were my first geography lessons .
They were maps of conflict, attached by dotted lines and directed against one another by
large sweeping arrows.
"The Twentieth Century" told me that I was an American . It was many years before anyone
told me otherwise.
Prompted by this American mastery of righteous violence , I prayed for war. I dreamt of firing
huge guns and throwing levers that would unleash tons of screaming death on the enemy.
But the atom bomb came along and took the fun out of it all. I had nightmares about it, but
in my dreams the nuclear attack always ended up looking like a snowstorm.

WE STOCK ROCK MAGAZINES
MUSICIAN, PLAYER & LISTENER
TROUSER PRESS
HOT WACKS
NEW YORK ROCKER
SHADES

GET ON OUR MAILING LIST TODAY
115 QUEEN STREET EAST} TORONTO} ONTARIO} CANADA
IN TORONTO'S LOWER EAST SIDE

ELECTRICllY AND POLITICS
Via grandfather and sputnick, I became aware that there existed sharply divided opinions
about how the world ought to be operated. For Grandfather the first Russian satellite was a
triumph , as I suppose it was for almost all communists. This pivotal event took place shortly
after " Hungarian Gorillas" had been getting a lot of airtime. Their revolutionary efforts crushed.
the Hungarians were probably less than thrilled over that stunning showcase of Soviet talent; it
was an event that seemed to reduce the adult world to a state of guilty rumination.
For my own part, it bothered me that the Russians orbited dogs with no intention of bringing
them back. I felt sorry for little " Loiko ". I figured it would be far better to send people up into
the stratosphere, and could think of many neighbours admirably suited for the job. N had
taught me that people had great entertainment value while in the process of dying.
1957 was a hairy time to be a communist in Toronto, but Grandfather insisted on being one
anyway. A strange synthesis prevailed on his bookshelf: Soviet propaganda pamphlets stood
next to seed catalogues and back issues of "The Nation". A rural Scot who refused to mix
levity with politics - or anything else, Grandfather stocked up heavily at a Communist
bookstore on Bathurst Street. He would produce this literature at family gatherings.
Conversation would freeze over while he quoted enormous tracts from these esteemed
pamphlets. "Health and Long life in the Soviet Union" and "The Dream of the Workers Revolt"
were a couple of titles that I remember. These publications were strewn with photographs of
smiling workers standing around large machines. Father maintained privately that the men
and women in these pictures were smiling under conditions of physical duress.
As time went on, Grandfather alerted me to the fact of omnipresent Capitalist propaganda. A
"space race" comic book really got him going once. It was about a Russian and an
American satellite orbiting close to one another, and getting closer. The green, sort of
fungousy-looking Russian spacecraft was emblazoned with a red star. It clearly had mean
intentions. It edged itself toward the nice silvery American satellite, which had been launched
to serve the interests of world peace. Not realizing the value of a good paint job, the Soviets
were spying on their competition. Eventually the two satellites were only six feet from each
other. They glared at each other truculently. When the Americans realised that their
communications were being monitored, their satellite fried its opponent with a secret ray. That
simulated battery failure. In the end, dour-faced Russian scientists scratched their heads and
pondered a future in the raw materials business, while the Stars and Stripes kept swinging
round and round the world , its signals a beacon of freedom .

We sell Canadian Books!
Longhouse is a unique shop
specializing in Canadian books.
25,000 titles in stock
hardcover & paperback selections include: fiction,
history, art, poetry, plays, native studies, cookbooks,
political science, literary criticism, local histories,
plus an extensive selection of children's books

LONGHOUSE
THE CANADIAN BOOKSTORE
630 Yonge Street
Toronto, Ontario
M4Y 1Z8
(416) 921-9995
(416) 921-0389
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-Endre Farkas-
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